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African civilizations made an immense contribution to the world. The early monarchy of Ta Seti was
founded in Nubia, in what is today the Sudan.  Egypt is best known for its great monuments and
feats of engineering (such as the Pyramids), but it also made great advances in many other fields
too. Ancient Egypt (Kemet) was one of the first monarchies anywhere in the world. The Egyptians
produced early forms of paper and a written script. They developed the calendar and made important
contributions in various branches of mathematics, such as geometry and algebra, and they
understood and invented the use of zero. They made important contributions in mechanics,
philosophy, irrigation and architecture.  In medicine, the Egyptians understood the body’s
dependence on the brain over 1,000 years before the Greek’s. Ancient Egypt had an important
influence on ancient Greece, and Greek scholars such as Pythagoras and Archimedes studied in
Egypt, and the work of Aristotle and Plato was largely based on earlier scholarship in Egypt. For
example, what is commonly known as Pythagoras’ theorem, was known to the ancient Egyptians
hundreds of years before Pythagoras’ birth.

Kush, Axum, Ghana, Mali, and Great Zimbabwe were great civilizations that flourished in Africa.
Towards the middle of the 12th century, the north African scientist, Al Idrisi, wrote, 

The Great Mali Empire, was founded by Sundiata Keita who became renown for the wealth of its
rulers.  This and the Great Songhay Empire were the original homeland of Africans who were sold
as prisoners of war and enslaved in the Americas according to Dr. Edward W. Robinson.   The Songhai
Empire of pre-colonial West Africa includes the creation of a standardized system of weights and
measurements.  The empire is the largest in African history, with several thousand cultures under
its control and more terrritory than any other empire to modern day.

Africans crossed the Atlantic and reached the American continent, as early as 500 BC.  In the 14th

century, the Syrian writer, al-Umari, wrote about the voyage of the Emperor of Mali who crossed the
Atlantic with 2000 ships but failed to return. Africans in east and south-eastern Africa also set up
great civilizations that established important trading links with the kingdoms and empires of India
and China long before Europeans had learned how to navigate the Atlantic ocean. When Europeans
first sailed to Africa in the 15th century, African pilots and navigators shared with them their
knowledge of trans-oceanic travel.

Gold from the great empires of West Africa, Ghana, Mali and Songhay, provided the means for the
economic take off of Europe in the 13th and 14th centuries and aroused the interest of Europeans
in western Africa. The king of Ghana was said to have an army of 200,000 men and to rule over an
extremely wealthy trading empire. In the 14th century, the west African empire of Mali was larger
than western Europe and reputed to be one of the largest, richest and most powerful states in the
world. The Moroccan traveller Ibn Batuta wrote about his very favourable impressions of this empire
and said that he found ‘complete and general safety’ there.

When the famous emperor of Mali, Mansa Musa visited Cairo in 1324, it was said that he brought
so much gold with him that its price fell dramatically and had not recovered its value even 12 years
later.  The empire of Songhay was known, amongst other things, for the famous university of
Sankore based in Timbuctu. Aristotle studied at Sankore subjects such as law, various branches
of philosophy, dialectic, grammar, rhetoric and astronomy. In the 16th century one of its most
famous scholars, Ahmed Baba, is said to have written more than 40 major books on subjects such
as astronomy, history and theology and he had his own private library that held over 1500 volumes.
One of the first reports of Timbuctu to reach Europe was by Leo Africanus. In his book, published
in 1550, he says of the town: 

African knowledge and that of the ancient world, was transmitted to Europe as a result of the North
African or Moorish conquest of the Iberian peninsular in the 8th century.

Before the devastation of the Transatlantic Slave Trade important diplomatic and trading
partnerships had developed between the rulers of European countries and those of Africa who saw
another as equals. Some of the earliest European visitors to Africa recognised that many African
societies were as advanced or even more advanced than their own.

A Dutch traveller to the kingdom of Benin in the early 17th century sent, home this report of the
capital.

Africans and the African continent have made enormous contributions to human history just as
other peoples and continents have. It is the development of Eurocentric and racist views in Europe
and America that have denied this fact and sought to negate the history of Africa and its peoples.
This is tragic in that generations of people were denied their true history and suffered under white
supremacy and its debilitating effects.”Know the truth and the truth will set you free.”

If asked where were your ancestors from?  The Mali and the Songhay Empire’s. Prisoners of the
war of 1591.

Human history began in Africa. The oldest evidence of human existence and that of our immediate ancestors has been found in Africa. In July 2002 evidence of the existence of early
hominids in Africa was found with the discovery of the remains of what has been called , thought to be 6 - 7 million years old, in Chad. The latest scientific
research points to the fact that all human beings have African ancestors. The continent of Africa was ripped apart with the return and  of Europeans with their misogynistic practices,
the enslavement of its peoples, and the harm done both to people and to their communities for it runs so deep that it is impossible to calculate.



—Dr. James L. Bevel
© 2016 H. L. Bevel
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column to chart when your period begins and ends
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able to predict it in advance with accuracy. Also
learn how long your monthly cycle is. Count back
14 days from when you expect your next period
and if you are regular this is your day of ovulation.
Your “window of fertility” is the day of ovulation
and the six days prior. Use these numbers to
denote your emotional state or mark it on the lines
available along with the date.  1-Fearful 2-Shame
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LunaQueen: The Divinely Feminine Art of Self Discovery at lulu.com



James Luther Bevel
1936 - 2008

Strategist
SCLC, Director of Nonviolent

Education  & Direct Action

Martin Luther King, Jr.
1929 - 1968

Spokesperson
SCLC, President

“From 1963 to 1968, no one had a greater strategic &
political influence on Dr. King than Jim Bevel. From the
original idea of an ‘Alabama Project’ targeted to ‘GROW’:
Get Rid of Wallace; in the wake of the 16th Street Baptist
Church murders in September 1963, through the idea of
marching to Montgomery from Selma in the wake of
Jimmie Lee Jackson's killing in Marion in February 1965;
through the idea of SCLC fundamentally enlarging its
purview by moving north and joining the Chicago Freedom
Movement in early 1966; to his powerful & persuasive
arguments that American military violence in Southeast
Asia was a moral issue about which the world's most-
celebrated advocate of confrontational nonviolence could
not remain silent. Jim Bevel again and again successfully
urged Dr. King to confront evils, domestic and foreign, with
the great courage both of them possessed. No sins of the
flesh, no matter how egregious, can erase from history's
record the hugely influential role that Jim Bevel played in
determining America's course during the 1960s.”

–David J. Garrow is the author of Bearing the Cross (Morrow), a
Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of Martin Luther King Jr.; Protest

at Selma: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Voting Rights Act of
1965; The F.B.I. and Martin Luther King, Jr.

One of the most noticeable things about SCLC during the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. was a little sign in the window at 334 Auburn Avenue in Atlanta, GA.

“Redeeming the Soul of America.”

I suppose the racist, militant, socialist and communist never ever forgave him for that because he never
stopped being the evangelist. He never let people or circumstances give him a reason for not loving. At
least he never lost his capacity to forgive. And he never became afraid enough to think that the solution
to man’s problems could be found outside of the framework of love, truth and non-violence.

Even though the mood and the rhetoric changed, his fundamental belief in redemption and reconciliation
never changed. And for this reason I’m forced to put him along with Jesus and Socrates as a man of
faith.

The nonviolent movement that he led died essentially because it did not have, nor presently has within
it men or women of faith. The nonviolent movement had an option to forgive James Earl Ray, and then
give him a fair and impartial trial so that the facts and truth could be brought out and presented to the
American people. Instead there was not to be found in the ranks, two or more men/women of faith and
love who could forgive.  Practically everyone in his organization thought that the killing of King was a
sufficient enough reason for not loving. So loving stopped. Forgiving stopped. And when loving and
forgiving stops – the mind then creates a false reason for being afraid. And when there is no loving, no
forgiving, and fear, there can be no redemption and reconciliation. So SCLC, that was redeeming the
soul of America died when King died and that was a greater loss to America than the losing of King.

—Reverend James L. Bevel

The movement was an act of God in history.  I was simply one of the persons that he had called forth
to be involved in it. I saw it, comparable to the Moses movement out of Egypt. Here was a people who
had been oppressed and that  were going to change that condition and that is an act of God and that you
have to be faithful to God in order to get done. The proposition is that you ask God to remove the
oppressor because you're not going to kill the oppressor.  In order to get him to do that, you have to do
what He said to do. So, I feel myself a part of the God Movement or historical Church Movement. That
it's God moving in history eliminating oppression, and war and all that, and I'm a part of that.

I started to get that kind of feeling whenever Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke.  I started hearing him and
listening to him when he'd come to Nashville. It was obvious to me that he was not motivated by political
ambition. His motivation was altruistic and theological, and he was scientifically correct. When a person
is scientifically correct, and what they're doing is not designed to injure anybody, it's designed to help
everybody, then it has to be motivated by God, because the individual motivation is not selfish. So as
a minister, he really did love all the American people and he saw it as a contradiction between brothers,
so he was not like a black racist, or a black nationalist. He approached it as a Christian minister. So in
that sense, I felt that it was a part of the historical, abolitionist movement. You know, I read a lot of
Gandhi's books, a lot about  Quakers' movements, and I felt that I was a part of that stream of history
that addressed the whole problem of oppression.

–James L. Bevel: Excerpted in part from an interview for Eyes on the Prize

“Where ever two or more are gathered in my name, I will be in the midst.”

Any education effort that does not achieve health, economic
independence, self governance and social responsibility in its

students is deficient and fraudulent.
—Rev. James L. Bevel



1929 Born January 15th
1948 Graduated from Morehouse College.  Enters Crozer Theological
Seminary. Ordained to the Baptist ministry, 2/25/1948, at the age 19.
1953 Marries Coretta Scott and settles in Montgomery, Alabama.
1955 Joins the bus boycott after Rosa Parks was arrested on December 1.
On December 5, he is elected president of the Montgomery Improvement
Association, making him the official spokesman for the boycott.
1956 November 13, the Supreme Court rules that bus segregation is
illegal, victory for the boycott.
1957 King co-founds the SCLC to fight segregation and achieve civil rights.
1958  First Civil Rights Act since reconstruction passed by US Congress.
King's first book, Stride Toward Freedom, is published.
 -   On a speaking tour, M. L. King, Jr. is nearly killed when stabbed by an
assailant in Harlem.
1959 Visited India to study Mohandas Gandhi's philosophy of nonviolence.
1960  Becomes co-pastor with his father at the Ebenezer Baptist Church
in Atlanta, Georgia.
 -   Lunch counter sit-ins began in Greensboro, N. C.
 -   In Atlanta, King arrested during a restaurant sit-in.
 -   SNCC founded to coordinate protests at Shaw University Raleigh, NC
1961 In November, the Interstate Commerce Commission bans
segregation in interstate travel.
1962 April 13, the Birmingham campaign is launched.
1963 May 10, the Birmingham agreement is announced.
 -   July 2, Civil Rights Act, signed into law.
 -   June 23, King leads 125,000 people on a Freedom Walk in Detroit.
 -   August 28 The March On Washington held is the largest civil rights
demonstration in history with nearly 250,000 people.
 -   At the march, King makes his famous “I Have a Dream "speech.
  -   November 22, President Kennedy is assassinated.
1964 December 10, King awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

1965 February 2, King arrested in Selma, AL during a voting rights
demonstration.  After President Johnson signs the Voting Rights Act into
law.  King turns to socioeconomic problems.
1966 January 22, King moves into a Chicago, IL slum tenement to attract
attention to the living conditions of the poor.
 -   In June, King and others begin the March Against Fear through the South.
 -   July 10, King initiates a campaign to end discrimination in housing,
employment, and schools in Chicago, The Chicago Open Housing
Movement.
1967 April 4 delivers most public and comprehensive speech “Beyond
Vietnam" to 3,000 people denouncing the war in Vietnam, Riverside
Baptist church, New York City.
 -   November 27, King announces the inception of the Poor People's
Campaign .
1968 King announces that the Poor People's Campaign will culminate in
a March on Washington demanding a $12 billion dollar, Economic Bill of
Rights guaranteeing employment to the able-bodied, incomes to those
unable  to work, and an end to housing discrimination.
 -   Dr. King marches in support of sanitation workers on strike in
Memphis, Tennessee.
 -   March 28, King leads a march that turns violent, for the first.
 -   Delivered “I've Been to the Mountaintop "speech.
 -   April 4, assassinated while standing on the balcony of the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis, TN.
 -   Riots and disturbances in 130 American cities. There were twenty
thousand arrests.
 -  April 19 King's funeral is an international event.
 -   Within a week of the assassination, the Open Housing Act is passed by
Congress.
1983 November 2, a National Holiday, January 16 is proclaimed in
King's honor.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Timeline
January 15, 1929 - April 4, 1968

—Harriet Tubman
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of an ‘Alabama Project’ targeted to ‘GROW’: Get Rid of
Wallace; in the wake of the 16th Street Baptist Church murders
in September 1963, through the idea of marching to
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joining the Chicago Freedom Movement in early 1966; to his
powerful & persuasive arguments that American military
violence in Southeast Asia was a moral issue about which the
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Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of Martin Luther King Jr.; Protest

at Selma: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Voting Rights Act of
1965; The F.B.I. and Martin Luther King, Jr.

One of the most noticeable things about SCLC during the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
was a little sign in the window at 334 Auburn Avenue in Atlanta, GA.

“Redeeming the Soul of America.”

I suppose the racist, militant, socialist and communist never ever forgave him for that because he never stopped being the
evangelist. He never let people or circumstances give him a reason for not loving. At least he never lost his capacity to
forgive. And he never became afraid enough to think that the solution to man’s problems could be found outside of the
framework of love, truth and non-violence.

Even though the mood and the rhetoric changed, his fundamental belief in redemption and reconciliation never changed. And
for this reason I’m forced to put him along with Jesus and Socrates as a man of faith.

The nonviolent movement that he led died essentially because it did not have, nor presently has within it men or women
of faith. The nonviolent movement had an option to forgive James Earl Ray, and then give him a fair and impartial trial
so that the facts and truth could be brought out and presented to the American people. Instead there was not to be found in
the ranks, two or more men/women of faith and love who could forgive.  Practically everyone in his organization thought that
the killing of King was a sufficient enough reason for not loving. So loving stopped. Forgiving stopped. And when loving and
forgiving stops – the mind then creates a false reason for being afraid. And when there is no loving, no forgiving, and fear, there
can be no redemption and reconciliation. So SCLC, that was redeeming the soul of America died when King died and that was
a greater loss to America than the losing of King.

—Reverend James L. Bevel

The movement was an act of God in history.  I started to get that kind
of feeling whenever Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke.  I started hearing
him and listening to him when he'd come to Nashville. It was obvious
to me that he was not motivated by political ambition. His motivation
was altruistic and theological, and he was scientifically correct. When
a person is scientifically correct, and what they're doing is not designed
to injure anybody, it's designed to help everybody, then it has to be
motivated by God, because the individual motivation is not selfish. So

as a minister, he really did love all the American people and he saw it
as a contradiction between brothers, so he was not like a black racist,
or a black nationalist. He approached it as a Christian minister. So in
that sense, I felt that it was a part of the historical, abolitionist
movement. You know, I read a lot of Gandhi's books, a lot about
Quakers' movements, and I felt that I was a part of that stream of history
that addressed the whole problem of oppression.

–James L. Bevel: Excerpted in part from an interview for Eyes on the Prize

“Where ever two or more are gathered in my name, I will be in the midst.”

1.  Purification:  Purge yourself of all ill intention and toxic
emotions (anger, grief, hate, sadness, embarrassment, a need to
rush, etc.)

2.  Observation/Recording:  Access the situation.  Determine
what is a constitutional violation.  Keep records of when the
violation took place and who was involved.

3.  Investigation/Examination/Evaluation:  Has a
constitutional violation takes place?  If so what is it?  Do a test to
determine that the violation is real and to determine exactly who
the participate.

4.  Recommendation:  Clearly inform the violator/s of the
violation and what must be done to end it and make amends.

5.  Education:  Inform others of the violation, violators and
recommendations offered.

6.  Communication:  Keep all avenues of communication open
for asking and answering questions, dialogue, brain storming and
negotiations.

7.  Demonstration/Confrontation:  If the violation persists,
demonstrate by operating as a free person.  This may entail letter
writing, boycotts, mass gatherings, marches, sing-Ins, etc.

8.  Reconciliation:  When the violator/s end their violation/s
enter a process of atonement and forgive them, make peace and
join together in a spirit of goodwill and love.

BEVELIAN NONVIOLENCE
8 Step Process

Any education effort that
does not achieve health,

economic independence, self
governance and social

responsibility in its students
is deficient and fraudulent.

—Rev. James L. Bevel



THE NONVIOLENT RIGHT TO VOTE MOVEMENT IN BRIEF

2  Nonviolent Response - Rev. James Bevel (SCLC, Director of
Nonviolent Direct Action) and Diane Nash of SCLC, wrote the Selma, AL

Right-To-Vote proposal 9/15/63 in response to the murder.

    On 9/15/63, the Klu Klux Klan bombed the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church and killed four little girls (Addie

Collins, Carol Robertson, Denise McNair and Cynthia Diane
Wesley), Sarah Collins and 22 others were injured) who were

attending Sunday School, at the close of the Civil Rights
Movement in Birmingham, AL.

3   The proposal was initially rejected by Dr. King and other leaders.
Bevel mobilized his staff (Rev. James Orange, Dorothy Tillman, Rev.

Richard Boone, Diane Nash, Charles Fager, Eric and Anna Ginsberg, Juanita
and Daniel Harriel, Reverend Harold Middlebrook and others) and went to

Selma, AL to work on the right to vote.

4   Strong local leadership developed in Alabama, in that the NAACP was
banned in the state. Local leaders and Rev. Bernard & Colia LaFayette of SNCC

were already laying the groundwork in Selma, when Bevel arrived.

The Courageous Eight
Ernest Doyle, Henry Shamon, Marie Foster, F.D. Reese and James
Gildersleeve, Amelia Boynton, J. D. Hunter and Ulysses Blackmon

5  Nonviolent Protests Begin: Organizing, teaching, sit-Ins, marches, singing,
preaching, prayer meetings and attempts to register to vote.

Colia      Bernard
Lafayette

6  Jimmie Lee Jackson was fatally shot in Marion AL, 2/17/65 by a state
trooper. Local people were preparing to retaliate with violence. Viola Liuzzo

and Rev. James Reeb were also killed. Bevel conceived of a march from
Marion to Montgomery. Bevel and LaFayette visited Jimmie’s grandfather

and asked if he would go with him to see the governor.  He says yes.

7  Nonviolent Response - Reverend Bevel announces a march from Marion (later
Selma) to Montgomery (the state Capital), at Jackson’s memorial

service held at Zion United Methodist Church on 2/26/65.  The march was
to be a cooling off period for those seeking revenge for the murder.

Violence would take the focus off of the movement to attain the right to vote.

 8  March begins in Selma, AL.  The first marchers are beat
mercilessly on the Edmund Pettus Bridge, 3/7/65  The third

 march is approved of by Governor Wallace 3/21/65.

9  The Voting Rights Act is signed by President Johnson, 7/6/65. It
prohibits racial discrimination in voting, and is designed to enforce

the voting rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments to the U. S. Constitution.

10   Rev. Bevel and Diane Nash receive the SCLC Rosa Parks
Award for having conceived, initiated and successfully
executed the Selma Right-To-Vote Movement.

11  Thousands of African Americans are elected to office.  They
shun nonviolence and many neglect the health, interest, rights and
needs of the people and pursue self-interest and work for corporate
lobbyist payouts.  Many gains are lost.  Barack H. Obama is elected

44th president of the U. S., and receives a second term.

12  June, 2013, the Supreme Court declares a provision of the Voting Rights
Act as unconstitutional.  This represents the first act to dismantle it.

The Children marched in Birmingham, AL and successfully attained
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. (See: The Children’s March on YouTube)

Where Do We Go From Here?
Nonviolent Precinct Council Government

The People’s Lobby

Read:  The Nonviolent Right-To-Vote
Movement  Almanac

Lulu.com/spotlight/myeka

1

“Our Direct Action Department, under the direction of
Rev. James Bevel, then decided to attack the very heart of

the political structure of the state of Alabama and the
Southland through a campaign for the right to vote.”

-Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Amelia Boynton
1911 - 2015

Jim Crow Laws worked to deny African American people their God given
and Constitutional Rights, before the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Jim Crow died!

—Helen L. Bevel

2019 The Peace Fellowship, http://anewbeing.com



In February 1997, the King family began pushing for a
new trial for James Earl Ray.  They were convinced by
Ray’s lawyer William F. Pepper, that the assassination
had been planned and executed by a government
conspiracy reaching from the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. to the
White House. The federal government, Mr. Pepper
maintained, feared Dr. King’s growing denunciations of
the Vietnam War and his threats to clog Washington with
massive protests by the poor.

On December 8, 1999, Loyd Jowers was found guilty of
the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The King
family was awarded $100 in restitution to show that they
were not pursuing the case for financial gain.

Media Blackout: After critical testimony was given in the
trial’s second week before an almost empty gallery,
Barbara Reis, US correspondent for the Lisbon daily
Publico who was there several days, turned to me,
[Wendell Stacy, a Memphis TV reporter] and said,
“Everything in the U.S. is the trial of the century. O. J.
Simpson’s trial… Clinton’s trial… But this is the trial of
the century, and who’s here?”

“We have done what we can to reveal the truth, and we now
urge you as members of the media, and we call upon elected
officials, and other persons of influence to do what they can
to share the revelation of this case to the widest possible
audience. It is important I think for the sake of healing so
many people - my family, other people, the nation.”

– Coretta Scott King:
King Family Press Conference, Dec. 9, 1999.

http://www.thekingcenter.org/assassination-conspiracy-trial
The overwhelming evidence of government complicity
introduced and agreed as comprehensively valid by
the jury includes:

Reverend James L. Bevel, a member of the Southern Christian leadership
Conference (King's organization) and then King's man in Philadelphia, was
alone in saying he believed Ray had not fired the shot.
… All black leaders had been and would remain silent because all feared
Hoover's blackmail.  All feared any open opposition to Hoover would result
in his publicizing whatever it is he had spied out about King's personal life.
The silence of the blacks continues more than two years after the greatest
American leader they have produced was murdered.  Not one appears to be
interested in solving the crime, helping solve it, or even seeing to it that
history, especially black history, is set straight.  This is difficult to comprehend
for one whose people experienced Auschwitz and Buchenwald… The awful
crime of silence is not less awful when it is black silence.  It may be worse.
To permit the murder of such a man to go unsolved and to be officially
obfuscated; to permit prostitution of the judicial process, so symbolic of that
which for centuries had victimized the blacks, without searching for the truth,
without any protest, any question, to me is self-destructive.
Regardless of motive, whether it is real or fancied, it is Black abdication.

Bowing abjectly to Hoover’s blackmail-unthinkingly, cowardly or believing
themselves politically mature and wise-black leaders became their own most
successful enemies, indentured themselves in servitude more humiliating than
their past physical slavery.  They guaranteed the success of the evil purposes
served by the murders of their leaders.  Unwittingly, they became accomplices
of the murderers.

—Harold Weisberg Frame-Up: The Assassination of Martin Luther King. Pages 240 – 242

Did you know?

• Dr. King’s ground floor room #206 was
changed by a still unknown covert operative
in the SCLC organization to the 2nd floor
balcony room #306 so that sharpshooters
would have a clear shot at Dr. King.

• The Lorraine Motel was owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey.  Mrs. Bailey, assigned rooms.
She suffered a heart attack a few hours after
Dr. King was slain and died five days later.
She would have interacted with whoever in
the organization requested the  room change.

• James Earl Ray was a petty thief and was
not a marksman. He was used as a scapegoat
and did a plea bargain.

• Rev. Billy Kyle admitted to setting up Dr.
King in a video available on Youtube.

• African American photographer Earnest
Withers was a FBI spy in Memphis, TN.

• Rev. James Bevel refused to accept Ray as
the killer. After interviewing Ray he
determined that he was incapable of firing the
fatal shot that killed Dr. King. He convinced

Dr. Ralph David Abernathy, the newly
elected president of SCLC to work to defend
James Earl Ray and demand that he be given
a trial and that the plea bargain be thrown out.
King’s father became angered at this and the
organization appeased him and James Bevel
was blackballed and left the organization.
Years later Mrs Coretta King and family took
Loyd Joyers to trial for Dr. King’s murder.

• Under US Civil Law, covert US government
agencies were found guilty of the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King.

• In the late 70’s, Bevel students (Marcellus
Brooks, Helen Edmond, Pearl Frierson,
Deborah Johnson,  and three others) occupied
the Lorraine Motel for 6 months and marched
for Ray to get a fair trial.  They convinced
Mr. Bailey to turn the motel into a museum.

• Injustice for the drum major of justice sets
a pattern of injustice for all who follow.

 • Ole Dammegard, international researcher
has released probable cause evidence of the
key covert FBI operative responsible for Dr.
King’s murder.

“We should not let this country give us a poor defenseless goat in
sacrifice for the body of our precious lamb.”

–Reverend James L. Bevel, 1968

“The jaws of power are always open to devour, and her arm is always stretched out, if possible, to destroy the freedom of thinking, speaking and writing.” —John Adams, A Founding Father

Injustice anywhere, is a threat to justice everywhere.

THE ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.: The Facts
 • US 111th Military Intelligence Group were at Dr.
King’s location during the assassination.
 • The 20th Special Forces Group had an 8-man sniper
team at the assassination location on that day.
• Usual Memphis Police special body guards were
advised they “weren’t needed” on 4/4/68.
• Regular and constant police protection for Dr. King
was removed from protecting Dr. King an hour before
the assassination.
• Military Intelligence set-up photographers on a roof
of a fire station with a clear view to Dr. King’s balcony.
• Dr. King’s room was changed from a secure 1st-floor
room to an exposed balcony room.
• Memphis police ordered the scene where multiple
witnesses reported was the source of the shooting the
cut down of  bushes that would have hid a sniper.
• Immediately after Dr. King was shot, police officers
flooded the parking lot of the Lorraine Motel to arrest
SCLC members. Rev. Bevel instructed them to go find
the shooter.
• Along with sanitizing a crime scene, police abandoned
investigative procedure to interview witnesses who lived
by the scene of the shooting.
• The rifle Mr. Ray delivered was not matched to the
bullet that killed Dr. King, and was not sighted to
accurately shoot.
•  Judge Joe Brown heard testimony about the weapon
used for about four years. He was about to grant James
Earl Ray a trial but he was taken off the case.
•  On March 15, 2018, Judge Brown was interviewed
by Helen Bevel about the Ray case.  This interview is
available in the archive at blogtalkradio.com/the-female-
solution. Judge Brown clearly explains the facts of the
case and states that Ray did not kill Dr. King.



PSYCHOLOGY BIOLOGY ANTHROPOLOGY EMOTIONAL BASES

IDEOLOGY THEOLOGY SOCIOLOGY ECOLOGY

ACTIVITY CURRICULUM CONDITIONING OUTCOME

FOUNDATION STRATEGY GOAL PURPOSE

The desire to enslave
people of color and
females. Master slave.
A sense of inferiority.

Control others, excuse
self.

Exploitation of others
for economic gain and

advantage to mask
inferiority with things.

Direct others energy to
provide goods, services
and sexual exploitation
to foster the greed of

individuals and groups.

The individual rights of
the person, free agency.

Principled living.

Understanding self and
others.

Self-knowledge, self
control, self-love,

self-policing.

Extract from self and
others their gifts, skills

and talents.

Programming (sit down,
be quiet, listen).

Imprints a sedentary
lifestyle in childhood.

Whereas, constant
sitting causes Heart

Disease No. 1

Fact Driven
Memory Driven

Sedentary life style sit 8
hrs each day plus during
homework. Dulling of
the brain through rote

memory and repetition.
Drugs for expressing
natural active energy.

Non-thinkers,
consumers, job seekers,

criminals, mental
patients, welfare

recipients, exploiters of
nature.

Scientific - Observation,
questioning, inquiry,

examination.  Ask
questions, get answers,

make decisions, do
work.

Truth Driven
ABC

Agriculture
Biology

Chemistry

Natural energy flow
walking, standing, other
movements. Stimulation

of the brain through
brain gym exercises and

life force through
energy techniques.

Thinkers, creators,
institutional developers,

industrialist
problem solvers

Cheap labor, ignorant
consumers,wage slaves,

military personnel,
unhealthy people,

prison inmates, mental
& emotional illness,

prostitutes, job seekers.

Brain (five senses)
hearing, sight, smelling,

tasting, touch

Skin color, gender, race,
size of bank account,

type of car,
neighborhood and
house, nationality,

biological relationships
(physicality)

Master/slave (racism,
sexism, classism,

ageism), marriage ritual
conveys false

ownership of another
person, lack of trust and

sexual conquest.

New goods and services
placed on the market

place.

Heart/brain (five senses
+ feelings, thought,

sound and the quantum
reality)

Character Development
High Self-esteem

Self-Worth

–Booker T. Washington

Brother/sister (We are
all one family.) I-Thou
relationships. Engages

in  Community
Development Holy

Matrimony.

People and nature
Punishment and

destruction

Pleasure, the approval
and acceptance of

others and a sense of
superiority.

Fake civilization based
on language (no

civility).

Violence, punishment,
putdowns, ostracism,

drugs.

Ignorance and Illness
Heal and Educate

Fulfillment of purpose
for Being, true success,
happiness, prosperity

and joy.

Functional civilization
based on principles

lived by citizens. Truth,
Justice, Morality, Peace,

Freedom, Equality...

Nonviolence, conflict
resolution, healing and

education.

None (Based on the
conditioning from
parents and others)

Based on acceptance of
what others say and

their interpretations and
judgments.

Government based on
majority rules with

three legs (legislative,
judicial and executive).
Antagonism between

democrats and
republicans.

Ownership of natural
resources and the ability

to exclude others.
Ability to exploit and

destroy nature at whim.
Suicide

Self-created.  Asks the
questions:  Who am I?

What am I? What is my
purpose? What do I
need to carry out my
purpose? Where do I

need to be to carry out
my purpose?

Based on a personal
relationship with the

Divinity within oneself.
Homo-Divinitus (the

human who is the
expression of the

Divine.

Government based on
consensus with four

legs; 1. Administrative
(precinct council);
2. Legislative; 3.

Judicial; 4. Executive.
Understanding of

democrats as feminine
energy and republicans

as masculine energy and
the need for

participation in bi-
partisan government.

Stewardship
responsibility to

preserve the air, water,
land and various life

species.  Healthy,
harmonious balance in
interaction with nature

to sustain life.

No self-respect, low
self-esteem, low self-
image, identity crisis.

Punishment and reward.

Sexual repression,
perversions, slave

indoctrinations and lust.
The denigration of
family and home.
Homelessness and

dysfunctional families.

Static/linear educational
system rooted in the

master/slave syndrome.
Set-up to give white

Anglo-Saxon protestant
males (as the sun) an

advantage over people
of color & females

(moon).

FEAR
Fight ▪ Flight ▪ Freeze
Fornicate ▪ Fib (lie)

Faint

Self-respect, high self-
esteem, healthy self-
image, self-knowing.

Self-healing and health
care.

Home as the foundation
of homo sapiens on
earth. The natural

expression of sexuality
for the creation of

family and the creation
of nonviolent
institutions.

Education based on the
natural order of the
universe starting at

conception.

Spirit as the sun.
Creating a structure of

fulfillment from
dependency, to

independence to inter-
dependency and

fulfillment of purpose
for being.

Love
The commitment to the
freedom, health, growth
and development of self

and others.

EDUCATION: VIOLENT OR NONVIOLENT

ENEMIES DRIVING FORCE MODEL METHOD
NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION

NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION

NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION (Individual Freedom)

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION
ENEMIES DRIVING FORCE MODEL METHOD

NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION
PRODUCT FACULTY VALUES RELATIONSHIPS

NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION (Individual Freedom)

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION

VIOLENCE BASED EDUCATION (Slavery Reinforced)

NONVIOLENT BASED EDUCATION (Individual Freedom)



HEAL PAST TRAUMA NOW?

abnormal human functioning - surviving/stuck in the past

Feeling   -   Emotion   -   Thoughts  -  Language  -    Plan    -    Action   - Outcome

(Solution Oriented) (Make It Known)
Communication
Ask Questions

creative manifest Process
Procedure

Feeling  -  Emotion   -   fantasy   -    Language  -   Plan   -   Action  -  Outcome
Fear, shame,

hate, envy, guilt,
pride, etc.

Ignorance, Illness, Opinion
Superstition, Hearsay,
Conspiracy Theories

Lies, Vulgarity, Blaming,
Denigration, Hurtful,

Vindictive

 Ill-motivated,
Warped, Selfish,

Greedy

Get Answers
Make Decisions

Do Work In Institutions
Clinic/Home/School/Government

Church (Mosque, Temple, etc.)
Industry-Business

Even though I am _________________

I still totally love and accept myself.
I choose to release this ___________
from every part of my being now.

(Fearful, angry, hateful, full of pride, etc.)

1. Karate Chop Point/Small Intestine Meridian

3. Side of Eye/SE (Both or Either)Gall bladder

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

5. Under Nose/UN/Governing Meridian

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

6. Chin/CH/Central Meridian

7. Collar Bone/Kidney Meridian

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

2. Eyebrow/EB/Bladder Meridian
Tap three times and say
Releasing this  _________________
from every part of my being now.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tune into a feeling and tap these points.

Now go to each point and tap in Love and Joy.
End by placing both hands over your heart (one hand on top of the
other). You are making a direct connection between mind, body and
spirit.  It immediately calms your entire body.  Research by the
Institute for HeartMath has shown that the heart is the most powerful
generator of electromagnetic energy in the human body. The
magnetic field produced by the heart is more than 5,000 times
greater in strength than the field generated by the brain.
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EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUE

love/joy

normal human functioning - living in the ever present now

violent

Healing Racism:  Tap on each spot in the diagrams (3 or more rounds) and say the
following:  Even though I carry the scars of racism, I choose to release and let go of this
completely, because I totally love and accept myself. I choose to be free of the effects of
racism.
Healing Oppression
Even thought I have allowed oppression in my life: I still love and accept myself.
Repeat after each of the following phrases.  (I still love and accept myself)
I release falling prey to oppression, in all lifetimes.
I release oppressing others, in all lifetimes.
I recant all vows and agreements between myself and oppression, in all lifetimes.
I remove all curses between myself and oppression, in all lifetimes.
I dissolve all karmic ties between myself and oppression, in all lifetimes.
I remove all the pain, burden, and limitations that oppression has put on me, in all lifetimes.
I withdraw all my energy from oppression, in all lifetimes.
I disengage and release all resonance with oppression, in all lifetimes.
I remove all oppression from my Sound Frequency, in all lifetimes.
I remove all oppression from my Light Body, in all lifetimes.
I reclaim all the Joy, Love, Abundance, Freedom, Health, Success, Peace, Security,
True Companionship, Life and Wholeness that oppression has taken from me, in all lifetimes.
I shift my paradigm from oppression to Joy, Love, Abundance, Freedom, Health, Success,
Security, True Companionship, Peace, Life, and Wholeness in all lifetimes.
I am centered in Divine Love, in all lifetimes.
I connect with (Source, God, My Divinity, All That Is) at the zero point as a principled Being.

For more information
on EFT you can visit

anewbeing.com/eft.html

You can schedule a
consultation, session or

class.

Peaceful Solves A Problem
Fulfills A Need
Fosters Health

Stimulates Growth
Protects Rights

More Needs & Problems
Mental & Emotional

Disorders

Karate Chop - I love and accept myself
even with all my imperfections.
EB - I embrace all parts of me.
SE -I am worthy of unconditional love.
UE - I am perfect even with all of my
imperfections.
UN - I am loving, loved and lovable.
CH - I love myself unconditionally.
Collarbone - I give myself the freedom
to be all that I can be.
UA - I am free to be me.
Top of Head - I choose to love myself.

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

(Fear, anger, hate, pride, etc.)

Tapping For Self-Love



POLICE, FIRE, EMERGENCY 911

Home Phone
Address & Directions

http://
Email
Phone Alternative
Out of State#
Cell Phone
Cell Phone
Neighbor
Neighbor
Relative
Relative
School

CITY/COUNTY
____________________

Alderman ___

Coast Guard

Congressman

County Commissioner

FBI

Fire Dept (non-emergency)

Governor

Highway Patrol

Mayor

Police Dept (non-emergency)

Sheriff

Senator

Sheriff

State Rep

State Rep

State Trooper

YOUR NAME ___________________

Name At Birth

Date of Birth

Time of Birth

Place of Birth

Any Birth Mark

Nickname/s

Birth Mother

Place of Birth

Birth Father

Place of Birth

YOUR IMPORTANT INFORMATION
It is important to keep a written list of important numbers.

Name At Birth

Date of Birth

Time of Birth

Place/Time of Birth

Birth Mark

Nickname/s

Birth Mother

Birth Father

SSN#

Name At Birth

Place/Time of Birth

Birth Mark

Nickname/s

Birth Mother

Birth Father

SSN#

Name At Birth

Date of Birth

Place/Time of Birth

Birth Mark

Nickname/s

Birth Mother

Birth Father

SSN#

Name At Birth

Place/Time of Birth

Birth Mark

Nickname/s

Birth Mother

Birth Father

SSN#

Accountant

Car Insurance

Carpet Cleaning

Childcare

Church

Clinic

College

Computer Repair

Dentist

Electrician

Florist

Grocery Store

Hair Care

Hospital

Insurance

Landlord

Lawyer

Locksmith

Mechanic

Mortgage Co.

Optometrist

Painting

Pastor

Physician

Pizza

Tax

Taxi

Towing

Travel Agent

BUSINESS



GULLAH
The Sea Islands are a chain of tidal and barrier islands on the Southeastern Atlantic
Ocean coast of the United States. Numbering over 100, they are located between the
mouths of the Santee and St. Johns Rivers along the coast of the US states of South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. It is here that kidnapped Africans settled and
developed a culture as they escaped the mainland.
Because of a period of relative isolation in rural areas, the Gullah had in-frequent
interactions with whites and British American culture so they were able to develop a
culture that preserved much of the African linguistic and cultural heritage from various
peoples, as well as absorb new influences from the regions Native American
population. The Gullah people speak an English-based creole language containing
many African loanwords and influenced by African languages in grammar and
sentence structure. Properly referred to as "Sea Island Creole", the Gullah language
is related to Bahamian Dialect, Barbadian Dialect, Belizean Creole, Jamaican Patois,
Trinidadian Creole, and the Krio language of Sierra Leone, in West Africa. Gullah
crafts, farming and fishing traditions, folk beliefs, music, rice-based cuisine, and
story-telling traditions all exhibit strong influences from Central and West African
cultures.
Gullah females were known for their fierceness and fearlessness.  It was a common
saying that a Gullah female would fight and beat up males. Home and family
development were priorities for the Gullah people.  They had a rich array of games
for children to play and these were passed down for generations.
On July 2, 2000, the Gullah/Geechees came together to declare themselves as a nation
with international observers and media present.
The Gullah/Geechee Nation exists from Jacksonville, NC to Jacksonville, FL.  It
encompasses all of the Sea Islands and thirty to thirty-five miles inland to the St.
John’s River.  On these islands, people from numerous African ethnic groups linked
with indigenous Americans and created the unique Gullah language and traditions
from which later came “Geechee.” The Gullah/Geechee people have been considered
“a nation within a nation” from the time of chattel enslavement in the United States
until they officially became an internationally recognized nation.   At the time of their
declaration as a nation, they confirmed the election of their first “head pun de boddee”
head of state and official spokesperson and queen mother.  They elected Queen Quet,
Chieftess and Head-of-State for the Gullah/Geechee Nation.
Some famous people of Gullah ancestry are; Michelle Obama, Clarence Thomas, Jim
Brown, Joe Frazier, Ernest Everett Just, Septima Clark, Michale Jordan, Darius
Rucker, Joseph Rainey, Philip Reid and more.

The Gullah/Geechee Nation Declaration states:
Mission
To preserve, protect, and promote our history, culture, language, and homeland and
to institute and demand official recognition of the governance (minority) rights
necessary to accomplish our mission to take care of our community through collective
efforts which will provide a healthy environment, care for the well beings of each
person, and economic empowerment.
Goals
As we are the authentic original Gullah/Geechee Nation with direct linkage to our
ancestral legacy, we stand as custodians of Gullah/Geechee culture and protectors of
our human rights. Henceforth, being the ONLY and TRUE keepers of the Gullah/
Geechee cultural legacy, upon us falls the responsibility to promote in an accurate
and positive manner all aspects of Gullah/ Geechee culture by emanating knowledge
and healing souls. This process is guided through the release of the full story of the
foreparents of Gullah and Geechee ancestral souls and the wisdom of our elders.
WE intend to protect the development and construction of Gullah/Geechee culture
through the establishment of appropriate institutions and law by the exercise of our
human rights. Presently this is being achieved through and during conferences,
workshops, festivals, and other celebrations of culture and the continuation of oral
traditions, living history, crafts, skills, and reconnection to the soil. The establishment
of this Constitution will guarantee the continuation by the exercise of our minority
right to self-determination.
WE will link with organizations, other nations, and institutions that are contributing
positively to the cultivation of our nation.insuring that those connections are carried
out with dignity and honor.
In the tradition of our foreparents we will record in written form OURSTORY as a
living testament to our Gullah/Geechee legacy. We will also broaden our continuum
through the use of electronic and video and audio means of documentation. Through
the exercise of our human rights, we will be the keepers of this material as we accept
the responsibilities of defining ourselves and our ancestors.
WE will preserve, maintain, and reclaim ALL elements of our homeland which will
FOREVER be our base of existence as we carry out these goals. With these goals in
mind, Gullah/Geechee people take formal recognition of their nation and their human
right to self-determination within the context of their minority governance rights, and
thereby, the Gullah/Geechee Nation Wisdom Circle Council of Elders, by its hands,
spirit and soul undertakes the task of creating and ratifying the first Constitution of
the Gullah/Geechee Nation.

https://gullahgeecheenation.com/



Home is the most basic institutional need of individuals in a society of free people.
Home is and institution that facilitates the basic biological needs of individuals by
providing shelter, food, clothing, tools, transportation, energy, communication,
intimacy, child development, home based education and self-healthcare. Home
grounds us at the physical level.

A home upgrade is essential, for nonviolent living. We are using an antiquated,
dysfunctional home model at present which has been the legacy of our slave past.
Slavery did not allow people to develop homes as institutions for the healthy evolution
of the human soul.  Many gained their freedom but maintained the old models and
mindsets of our slave  past.  No free person would ever seek to enslave another and
yet we continue to try controlling others. The slave home model usurps the
consciousness of individuals and inserts a group model that has to be mimicked by
each individual, creating a controlled system that takes away personal responsibility
thus cancelling out the natural creative function of the individual.

Individual consciousness is a dynamic expressive need.  Before a group orientation
can be correctly engaged in, each individual must first know, express and be
themselves.  Reality has corresponded to what we have believed to be true and what
has been given to us by our parents.  Reality, however as we have known it is based
on a dysfunctional model, derived from people who sought to be masters over others
while totally void of self-control.  The outdated home model has within its structure
the seeds of personal and environmental irresponsibility. These include but are not
limited to pollution of the air/water, greed, lust and its tirade expressions of sexual
perversion, un-natural sex acts, sexual abuse, ill health, suicide, theft, murder domestic
violence fear of change and premature death. Slavery gave us a slave quarter, shanty
shack, house, domicile, shelter, cubby-hole model instead of a true home model.

Human life begins at conception and the womb is our incubator for nine months
leading to our birth into physical reality and the in-breath of the Spirit making us
living souls. Mothering is best anchored in the home as it is like a battery charger, a
Haven Of Me Evolving.

A functional home embraces individuals and enhances the unique gifts, skills, talents,
laws and boundaries which govern them in harmony with the laws of nature. Each
individual must be able to define themselves, delineate their boundaries and express
their creativity in a manner that is enriching to their Spirit.

It is incumbent on all to claim the value of home and homemaking and teach it to our
sons and daughters, as each homo sapien needs to create a home.  Out personal lives
will flourish and grow exponentially when we express gratitude, value and
commitment to home.  In fact home making is best seen as an adjunct to any career
development.  It is the container for our life drive.  It is the anchor of our being and
the cornerstone of our existence.  It is our connection to the universe, our very
foundation.

NONVIOLENT HOME DEVELOPMENT NONVIOLENT CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Nonviolence applied to child development becomes the foundation for a world of peace.
Creating an environment that is flexible enough to grow with a child from infancy until
puberty is essential for creating a free person.

Nonviolence entails being intelligent and responsible.  Every adult knows what it means
to be a child, however a study of the latest findings in healthy child developments will
be engaged in by loving, caring parents.

Our homes must be structured with child development in mind.  Children should not
have to fit into an adult world, they need to get the most out of their childhood which
is really about learning through play.  In early childhood it is imperative to create a yes
environment which is one that affirms the child’s curiosity. Things that the child should
not touch or that will be injurious to him/her is put away, so that you don’t have to say
“no”, “leave that alone”, “you’re bad”, “didn’t I tell you to stop.”  All of this negates
and starts a stress cycle for the child and the parent.

Home is the institution in which child development must serve the definition and
purpose of mankind.  It must be structured to facilitate the growing needs of the child
and not set-up based on the latest style or fad in home décor or as a show-off piece.  In
other words home is a “scientific proposition.”

In 1979, the state of California appropriated $750,000 for the first scientific study ever made
of the root cause of crime and violence.  At the top of the list was the violent way we bring our
children into the world.  The next five causes proved to be the direct result of the big “number
one”. Joseph Chilton Pearce, From Magical Child To Magical Teen.

The growing child needs to be related to as a person experiencing dialogue and truth
about  self and the world which she/he is a part. The child is not an inferior being became
she/he is void of language, manual dexterity and an understanding of the world, but a
being with equal rights and responsibilities and must be related to as such.

We live in one world, which has one language of truth. This language  can be understood
anywhere on the planet and communicated to people as well as animals. This one
language  is what gives man the ability to exercise dominion, stewardship responsibility
and order on the earth as defined by his/her purpose for being.  This one language
eliminates children being called kids, baby talk as well as flattery and slander.  The
child that grows up experiencing truthful language is able to engage in dialogue, asking
questions, giving and receiving answers, making decision and doing meaningful work.

Language development is by far, one of the most important aspects in the nonviolent
child development process, for it is with and through language that we are able to express
(lan-guage, the ability to measure ones needs from the land) ourselves and our needs.

If there is to be peace on earth and goodwill towards all, it must begin with children.
We must work to develop healthy, intelligent, competent, creative children who are
ever learning how to express their needs and to fulfil them without violating people,
plants animals or the environment



Nonviolent parenting begins with the selection of a mate. It is imperative
that people rise above the sexual urge long enough to have future
aspirations that include children.  All children deserve to enter the world
loved, wanted, planned for and welcomed.  Children can be a great blessing
in the lives of parents who take the time to plan and make preparations for
them.  Before having sex males and females should determine on their own
if they are ready to be a parent.  If the answer is yes then they should make
a list of the qualities they want in a mate.  They should also decide how
they want to raise their children.  These lists will help to guide the decision
about who they have sex with.  A female should always ask the question
is this a male I would want for my children’s father.  A male should always
ask, is this the kind of female I would want as my mother and as the mother
of my child.  Now if the answer is no to whether you are ready to be a
parent or to the person to co-parent with for your future child, then
precautions must be taken before having sex, if you want children to be a
blessing and not a curse.  There are many aides to help avoid conception
but abortion should never be one of them.  Abortion is an act of violence that
can easily be avoided, it is not birth control.  Females can learn to chart their
cycles in order to know when they can and cannot conceive. The Female
Charting Calendar in this The 365 Calendar can be used for this purpose.

Fertility awareness education is a much needed study in our homes and our
schools.  Parenting is a responsibility and vocation.  Having children for
the right reason, will get you the right results which could mean a healthy,
vibrant, creative and loving child.  Learning everything you can about
conception, gestation, birth, early childhood development and all the other
stages will equip parents so that they can work together to provide a strong
foundation for the child’s life.

Before parents grow apart they can develop a plan for how they will treat
each other in front of the children and in each others relationship with the
children. Too often un-forgiveness and vindictiveness causes children to
be used as pawns. If you can’t forgive or release anger, hurt feelings,
jealousy and thoughts of revenge then use EFT (the Emotional Freedom
Technique) or some other energy based therapy to clear away the toxicity.
If you don’t you will surely injure your children.

Raising a child is like cultivating a garden.  You have to nurture it with
good soil additives (love, civil conversation, joy, memorable experiences,
family snapshots, family group learning, fun adventures, etc.), plan for

seasonal changes, keep the weeds out, prepare for the harvest and enjoy the
fruit.  It is written that, “Except you become as a little child, you shall not
enter the Kingdom of God.”  Children can help you stay youthful. They
can be a joy when you structure the proper environment for them to grow
in, feed them correctly and give them the opportunity to engage in healthy
relationships with both males and females.  Unfortunately, today children
of both sexes are bombarded to excess with female energy starting in the
home, then the daycare, then kindergarten and the next four to five grades.
Then the first strong man they meet is the policeman and an unhealthy bond
occurs because of the void they have for masculine interactions.  Plan ahead
so that this and jail do not become your child’s way of getting the masculine
attention they need.

Children are not kids (baby goats). They are children so don’t call them
kids and encourage them to act like humans as you help them develop a
sound character.

Whipping and hitting children is often precipitated by parents not be
pro-active.  Children sit all day in school, then when they get home they
have to sit and do homework.  They need to keep their bodies active for
sedentarism is a sure means for contracting heart disease.  Make sure they
have plenty of time to run and play to release pinned up energy so that it
does not back-up and become bad behaviour.  Children have to be taught
how to determine right or wrong ways of doing things. Yelling, cursing,
hollering and belittling children is inappropriate human interaction.  Don’t
stress the children.  Childhood abuse leads to adult health problems or
suicide.  Use the techniques that are available to release your stress and
don’t make them the ones you peck on to their detriment.

Remember slave tactics for keeping children out of harms way included
beatings, throwing things, slapping, hitting and all types of punishment.
Healing is much better than punishment.  If you are suffering from being
abused as a child there are ways to heal yourself no matter what your
problem is.  Don’t allow anyone to tell you that something can’t be cured.
There is a solution to every problem.

Learn to apply thought to parenting and you will bring good into your life.
Get a copy of “The Youth Bill of Rights” at 365knowyourhistory.com/youth.

Who would you have been had your parents used nonviolent parenting?

NONVIOLENT PARENTING



She nursed, loved and raised a nation of inhumane people to gain a sense
on humanity.  They became the Abolitionist who fought to free her

people from enslavement.

The black nanny nursed the European babies when there mothers would not.  Oftentimes she
had to neglect her own children to provide nourishment and nurturing for the white infant.
The upper class and middle class white woman felt that breastfeeding was beneath her, just
like cooking, and cleaning, so the nannies had that responsibility.

Heroine status arises because little did the nanny know that she was nursing a generation of
freedom fighters who would die for her to be free.  The abolitionist were the result of the black
nannies’ sacrifice.  The European race were a race of barbarians and heathens who had little
or no humanity.  They were cruel and relentless in their plots to destroy other races and nations
of people.  They had no morals, mercy, concern or principles.  They were driven by a lust for
things (land, riches, power and fame) and cared little about how they obtained these.  They
kidnapped and stole Africans from their homeland and turned them into helpless dependent
children, a state that lasted through old age.  They destroyed the indigenous nations that thrived
in the Americas, leaving devastation, poverty, disease and fear in the wake of their arrival.

Fear, territory, aggression, jealousy, greed, selfishness, the desire to dominate, are all
expressions of the reptilian brain. Recent finds show scientifically that the act of breastfeeding
creates a bridge from the lower reptilian brain (fight or flight) to the mid-brain where the heart
connection exists.  By nursing the European children the black nanny awakened in them a sense
of humanity and the ability to love and care for others as she loved and cared for them.  As the
European children grew into adulthood they remained in awe and love with there nannies and
her family.  They cringed at the mistreatment afforded her and her children and eventually
came together with others and forged a plan to eliminate the cruel institution of slavery that
was a burden on her back.

Nursing has many psychological benefits for the infant, one of them is the creation of an early
bond between mother (nanny) and the child.  In some cases the European children grew to love
their nannies more than their own mother, because the nanny was there for them when they
needed her. They loathed the mistreatment she received and in their hearts vowed to end it,
just as they would do the same for their own mothers.  These children became her army, and
they fought the only war known in the annals of history to free an enslaved people.

The mother-infant relationship due to lack of body touch and body movement induces
developmental brain disorders that mediate the pathological behaviors of depression, impulse
decontrol, excessive alcohol consumption/drug abuse, sexual dysfunctioning and violence, all
of which are largely preventable.  S-SAD Somato Sensory Affectional Deprivation) theory
predicts that these collective social-emotional behavioral disorders would be rarely represented
in those who have been breast fed for “two years of age or beyond”, which is in urgent need
of research on modern societies.  James W. Prescott, Ph.D.

Of special interest is the loss of the amino acid tryptophan - necessary for brain serotonin
development and other essential brain nutrients found in breast milk and absent in formula
milk which pose special risks for abnormal brain development.  Deficits in brain serotonin
have been well established in depressive, impulse dyscontrol and violent behaviors.

—Coleman, 1971; Prescott, 1968, 1976, 1996, 1997 and many others) www.
Violence.de/coleman/article.htm

In other words the lack of breastfeeding engenders a people who are violent, depressed and
driven by physical acquisition and control of  that which is outside of them, in that they have
no control of themselves.

Joseph Chilton Pearce, writes in his book From Magical Child To Magical Teen,  “Attachment
(the result of not bonding with the mother at birth or through breastfeeding) occurs when
bonding fails to take place. Attachment arises from processes in the old brain and the lowest
levels of the mid-brain, and thus the attached person can only relate through specific, overt
physical signals.  He cannot perceive subtle or intuitive signals that are the precursors of
physical experience, and is always aware only after the fact.  He is, you might say, locked into
hindsight… He compensates by trying to anticipate, predict and control events in the outer
world… the attached person has no trust that his needs will be met, and so moves aggressively
to seize possess. Vulnerable to an unpredictable physical world, the attached person attempts
to incorporate into his ego defense the events, persons and objects of his outer world.  He treats
the other person as an object for domination or as a device in his protective stratagems.  The
attached person lives like an armed crustacean eternally on the alert.”

“Bonded persons connect on intuitive levels that operate below the level of ordinary awareness;
the awareness resulting from the bonded state is qualitatively different from the awareness of
attached behavior.  The bonded person’s center of awareness is in the heart, the mid-brain
emotional center.  In terms of physics, we can say the bonded person’s awareness is rooted in
a wave-form energy that underlies and gives rise to physical states.  From such a pre cursive
and intuitive position, the bonded person responds to physical stimuli in a qualitatively different
way than does the attached person.

“Learning is a process of movement from that which is known into that which is unknown.
The bonded person can make such a movement because his orientation is based on the
non-physical realm of relationship that underlies and comes before all physical events. So any
event fits the bonded state and can call forth a response, as opposed to a reaction.  Bonding
provides a capacity to flow with events on a pre cursive level.  The attached person attempts
of analyze the upcoming event ahead of time, predict the probable outcome, and try to enter
into the flow to alter it on behalf of a supposedly preferable outcome.  Since attachment behavior
is always aware after the fact, this intellectual meddling is disruptive, always too later to alter
what has taken place, and gets in the way of what should take place next.  The attached person
attempts to incorporate the unknown beck into the known, to squeeze experience back into a
tight frame of stable reference, which is always sensory-motor and tangible to the senses.”

The nanny was a miracle worker.  Her soul, love, caring, compassion and justice towards the
children of her oppressor allowed generations to be freed from the harsh chains of enslavement,
and to her a great debt of gratitude must be given.

THE BLACK NANNY:  UNSUNG HEROINE

She gave when she had nothing to give.
She bore the pain and humiliation of slavery.

She suffered with the lash to her back
 or that of her children.

Her children were stripped from her at birth.
She transferred that love

to the child of another
And brought forth a race

of people forged in love
and committed to relieving her suffering.
The Abolitionist. The Mighty Abolitionist

She was the Black Nanny.
Praise and honor to her for all time

God’s light of love shined through her to
bring light to a darkened world.



Important Facts

1. Born, Tafari Makonnen, July 23, 1892, died August
27, 1975
2. Married Wayzaro Menen (great-granddaughter of
Menelik II) in 1911; children: seven (six with his
wife, one before his marriage)
3. Ethiopia's regent from 1916 to 1930 and Emperor
of Ethiopia from 1930 to 1974
4. Ras Tafari Makonnen was crowned Haile Selassie
the First (Might of the Holy Trinity), King of kings,
Lord of lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah,
Elect of God, 11/2/1930, St. George’s Cathedral
5. The 225th direct descendant of King Solomon to
sit on the Throne of David in an unbroken line of
Ethiopian monarchs of the Solomonic Dynasty. This
dynasty is said to have been founded in the 10th
century BC by Menelik I, the son of the Biblical King
Solomon and Makeda, the Queen of Sheba, who had
visited Solomon in Israel.
6. The most ancient lineage in the world is that of
Ethiopia’s Royal family. It is said to be older than
that of King George VI by 6130 years. Haile Selassie
I, Ruler of Ethiopia, traces his ancestry to King
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba and beyond that
to Cush 6280 B.C
7. Haile Selassie I caused a decree to be passed to
abolish slavery in Ethiopia on 31 March 1924.
8. Haile Selassie I performed the function of the
supreme judge. Standing on a platform, His High-
ness would hear the case as it was presented by
counsel and pronounce his verdict. This was ac-

Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia
cording to a procedure established 3000 years
ago by the Israelite King Solomon of whom His
Most Exacted Majesty is a direct descendent.
9. Haile Selassie I was voted Man of the Year by
Time Magazine.
10. At the anniversary of the signing of the charter
of the O.A.U., May 25, 1964, H.I.M. Haile Selassie
I uttered saying, “As we renew our views, that all
Africa shall be free, let us also resolve that all
wounds shall be healed and past scars forgotten.”
11. In the art of managing people, the essence of
power, Haile Selassie I was proved a Master of
Genius.
12. On the subject of religions, the government
policy is ostensibly guided by Haile Selassie I’s
inspired statement, “Religion is personal and the
state is for all.”
13. Haile Selassie I is a lover of sports. From the
laying of the foundation stone of Haile Selassie I
Stadium, he quotes, “If health fails, teaching,
knowledge, life itself, all comes to naught. It is
indispensable, so have nothing to do with alcohol
and avoid all things against which conscience
speaks”…
14. Rastafari is an Abrahamic belief which
developed in Jamaica in the 1930s, following the
coronation of Haile Selassie I as Emperor of
Ethiopia in 1930. The name Rastafari is taken from
Ras Tafari, the title (Ras) and first name (Tafari
Makonnen) of Haile Selassie I before his
coronation.

Rare photo of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip
bowing before African Royalty, Empress Menen Asfaw
and her husband Emperor Haille Selassie of Ethiopa.

—His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassi, of Ethiopia
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Bronzeville
The Black Metropolis In Chicago, IL

Bronzeville, is a historic district in the Douglas community area of South Side,
Chicago, in Cook County, Illinois.  The neighborhood encompasses the land
between the Dan Ryan Expressway to the west, Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive
to the east, 31st Street to the north, and Pershing Road (39th street) to the south.

From the 1920s through the 1950s, Chicago's South Side was the center for
African-American culture and business. Known as "Bronzeville," the
neighborhood was surprisingly small, but at its peak more than 300,000 lived
in the narrow, seven-mile strip. Bronzeville was known as the "Black
Metropolis", one of the nation's most significant areas of African-American
urban history. Between 1910 and 1920, during the peak of the "Great
Migration", the population of the area increased dramatically when thousands
of African Americans escaped the oppression of the South and emigrated to
Chicago in search of industrial jobs. Following Reconstruction, state legislatures
throughout the South had passed laws mandating the separation of the races in
every area of social life (marriage, housing, education, transportation,
healthcare, recreation, and so on). Through these laws (known as Jim Crow)
and social custom, southern states had systematically developed a severe racial
caste system. To Southern blacks, Chicago was the "Promised Land." Stories
of big city life, jobs with good wages, homes with running water, and basic
freedoms denied to blacks in the South, made the Northern city a prime
destination for blacks coming from below the Mason-Dixon line. Five hundred
thousand African Americans ultimately moved to Chicago. In the first wave of
migration between 1915 and 1940 Chicago's black population more than
doubled. Journalist and historian Isabel Wilkerson vividly illustrates the
pervasive system of white supremacy that led to the Black Migration, in her
book The Warmth of Other Suns: African Americans “had to step off the
sidewalk when a white person approached, were banished to jobs nobody else
wanted no matter their skill or ambition, couldn’t vote, but could be hanged on
suspicion of the pettiest infraction … In everyday interactions, a black person
could not contradict a white person or speak unless spoken to first.” This caste
system was enforced not only by law, but by a widespread campaign of terror,
known as lynching. Between 1880 and 1950, mobs of white men tortured and
murdered approximately 3,500 African Americans, often before crowds of
spectators, to avenge suspected violations of the social and legal code. The
Wabash YMCA is considered the first African-American Y in the U.S.

The Regal Theater opened its doors and hosted the country's most talented and
glamorous black entertainers who had to stay in the area. The Regal Theater
was demolished in 1973. The community was also home to many prominent
African-American artists and intellectuals, including dancer Katherine Dunham,
sociologist Horace Clayton, journalist and social activist Ida B. Wells,  author
Richard Wright, and poet Gwendolyn Brooks, and blues singer Muddy Waters.
Other noted people associated with the development of the area include: Andrew
"Rube" Foster, founder of the Negro National Baseball League;  playwright,
director, actor, singer, and poet and jazzman Oscar Brown Jr., journalist and
co-organizer of the NAACP; Margaret Taylor-Burroughs, artist, author, and
one of the co-founders of the DuSable Museum of African American History;
Bessie Coleman, the first African-American woman pilot; Gwendolyn Brooks,
1985 United States Poet Laureate, 1968 Poet Laureate of Illinois, and first
African American awarded the Pulitzer Prize; human rights activist Diane Nash,
actresses Marla Gibbs and Jennifer Beals; acclaimed R&B singers Sam Cooke
and Lou Rawls; and cornet player and jazz bandleader King Oliver. His protégé,
jazz musician, trumpeter and bandleader Louis Armstrong from New Orleans
and his wife Lil Hardin Armstrong, who was a pianist, composer and
bandleader, lived in Bronzeville on E. 44th Street and performed at many of
the area's night clubs, including the Sunset Cafe and Dreamland Cafe.
Bronzeville boasted the first black owned and operated bank and insurance
company. This area also played host to such jazz and blues greats as Louis
Armstrong, and Nat "King" Cole. Other noteworthy residents include, author
Lorraine Hansberry, aviator Bessie Coleman, Dr. Daniel Hale Williams,
Congressman William Dawson, Sam Cooke, and Lou Rawls and local
publishing magnate, the late John H. Johnson.
Vee-Jay, the largest black-owned label before Motown Records, was among
the post-World War II companies that formed "Record Row" on Cottage Grove
between 47th and 50th Streets.
47th Street was and remains the hub of the Bronzeville neighborhood.  From
the 1940s and 1960s, high-rise public housing projects were constructed in the
area, which were managed by the Chicago Housing Authority. The largest
complex was the Robert Taylor Homes. They developed severe social problems
exacerbated by concentrated poverty among the residents and poor design of
the buildings. This project was demolished in the late 1990s and early 21st
century. The nickname "Bronzeville" was first used for the area in 1930 by
James J. Gentry, a local theater editor for the Chicago Bee publication. It refers
to the brown skin color of African Americans, who predominated as residents
in that area. It has become common usage throughout the decades. Bronzeville
and its Black community have a central role in the plot of Sarah Paretsky's 2003
detective mystery novel Blacklist, part of the V. I. Warshawski series.



FOODS
Salted Peanuts
Breakfast Foods (6)
Butter from Peanut Milk
Pancake Flour
Peanut Meal
Meat Substitutes
Chili Sauce
Peanut Brittle
Dry & Instant Coffee
Cream Candy

Chop Suey Sauce
Mock Oysters
Mayonnaise
Worcestershire Sauce
Peanut Meat Loaf
Peanut Sprouts
Cooking Oil
Mock Chicken
Vinegar
Crystallized Peanuts
Peanut Sausage

An Assortment of
Beverages
HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS
Laundry Soap
Sweeping Compound
Medicines
Rubbing Oil
Iron Tonic
Tannic Acid
Goiter Treatment

Quinine
Laxatives
COSMETICS
Hand Lotion
Face Cream
Vanishing Cream
Shampoo
Oil for Hair and Scalp
Glycerine
Face Powder
Toilet Soap

DYES, PAINTS AND
STAINS
Dyes for Leather
Dyes for Cloth (30)
Wood Stains (17)
Paints
GENERAL
Fuel Rickets
White Paper from vines
Color Paper from vines
Paper(newsprint)

Insecticides
Glue
Gasoline
Wood Filler
Metal Polish
Plastics
Lubricating Oil
Diesel Fuel
Printers Ink
Writing Ink
Rubber

Washing Powder
Linoleum
Insulating Board (18)
Wall Board (from hulls)
(11)
Sizing for Walls
Charcoal from shells
Nitroglycerine
Soil Conditioner
Shoe and Leather
blacking

A Partial List of Products Made From Peanuts Invented By Dr. George Washington Carver

“At a time when the African American males were considered valueless, he showed and proved himself to be of imminent value.  At a time when the peanut was considered a
weed, he demonstrated its intrinsic worth.  So don’t let anyone define you, be like Dr. Carver and let your good works shine.  Be the best that you can be.”

The ancient Incas of Peru stashed peanuts in jars
at burial sites to nourish departed spirits.  The
earliest reference to peanut butter being made
goes back to around 1000 BC where the Ancient
Incas were known to have made a paste out of
peanuts.  Spread by European explorers, the plant
eventually reached Asia and Africa. Peanuts made
their way to southern colonies of North America
with enslaved captives from West Africa, who
planted them as a food crop to feed themselves.
They called the nut “nguba,” which was the origin
of the word “goober nut”, one of the many names
or peanuts.

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the
American South was struck by a blight of boll
weevils that devastated the region’s cotton crop –
crushing an economy that was still trying to
recover in the  Reconstruction years after the Civil
War. As part of Dr. Carver and Tuskegee’s
outreach work in the community, Carver
researched other crops that farmers could grow in
the climate including sweet potatoes, soybeans
and the humble peanut. He discovered that the
peanut and other legumes are capable of restoring
poor soils by capturing nitrogen from the air and
making it available to the plants through their root

          Nothing is more beautiful than the loveliness of the woods
before sunrise. At no other time have I so sharp an understanding
of what God means to do with me as in those hours of dawn. When

other folk are still asleep, I hear God best and learn His plan.

As an agricultural chemist, he
discovered three hundred uses for

peanuts and hundreds more uses for
soybeans, pecans and sweet potatoes.

“Early one morning while walking, I said , “Oh, Mr.
Creator, why did You make this universe? And the

Creator responded, “You want to know too much for
that little mind of yours. Ask something more your
size.”  So I said, “Dear Mr. Creator, why did you

make man?”  Again he spoke and said, “Little man
you are still asking more than you can handle. Cut
down the extent of your request and improve the

content.”  And then I asked, “Mr. Creator, why did
you make the peanut?” “That’s better,” the Creator

responded, “now let’s go to work.”  “We went back to
systems.  It took a lot of convincing to get farmers to convert to growing peanuts
as they were known only as a weed.  Once grown Dr. Carver set out to discover
the many uses of the peanut.  So, in addition to revolutionizing the crop structure
in the South, Carver also developed new uses for the crops and marketed them
far and wide.
During World War I, Carver was asked to assist Henry Ford in producing a
peanut-based replacement for rubber. Also during the war, when dyes from
Europe became difficult to obtain, he helped the American textile industry by
developing more than 30 colors of dye from Alabama soils.

The peanut is now cultivated in more than 40 countries on six continents.  India
and China produce more than half the peanuts in the world, followed by Nigeria,
Senegal, the United States, Indonesia, Sudan and Burma.
The peanut is not a nut but a legume, in the same family as the bean and pea.
Peanuts grow underground.  To harvest a peanut plant, the farmer cuts the main
taproot and pulls the plant gently from the soil.  The plants are left in the field
for a few days to dry.  Then the peanut pods are taken from the plant with a
machine called a “combine.”  Peanuts are very nutritious.  They contain protein
and are rich in Vitamin B complex (for strong muscles and tissues).
Carver did not patent the vast majority of his inventions; in fact, he only patented
three.  He believed his discoveries with food products were all gifts from God.

DR. GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVERThe Pre-Eminent



Oct. 16 -18, 1859
Abolitionist John Brown led
an attack on Harper's Ferry

The five African Americans
in John Brown’s army:

John A. Copeland (23)
Lewis S. Leary (24)

(Grandfather of Langston Hughes)
Dangerfield Newby (48)

Shields Green (23)
Osborne P. Anderson (29)

1800 - 1867

The Sankofa 365 forever Calendar

Sankof365calendar.com

I consecrate my life to the
destruction of slavery.

THANK YOU



― Jonathan Blanchard

―

.
―Elizabeth Heyrick

― Gerry L. Spence

― Fannie Barrier Williams– Anthony Benezet

―

―

–Dr. Benjamin Rush

President Abraham Lincoln

Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to
be purchased at the price of chains and

slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not
what course others may take; but as for me,

give me liberty or give me death!
― Patrick Henry

–
―D

― Darnell Lamont Walker

―

– William Lloyd Garrison

―

―

―

――



THEME OF THE CHICAGO
CAMPAIGN NON-VIOLENCE

On January 28, 1966, King appeared before
60 command level officers of the Chicago
Police Department at 1121 S. State St.; the
purpose of this appearance was to brief the
Chicago Police Department officially on
the nature of the campaign in Chicago, as
well as his organization, the SCLC.  In his
remarks, King stressed the non-violent
nature of the campaign, stating that non-
violence would be the theme and requesting
the police in turn to handle any
demonstrators without violence.

THE LONGEST MARCH
Kings decision to come to Chicago owed in large
part to the efforts of two men:  Albert Raby, a mild
mannered but head strong teacher - turned activist
who for several years had led massive protests over
the de facto segregation of the city’s public school
system, and James Bevel, an outspoken young
minister who had been an indispensable strategist
in some of King’s most pivotal campaigns.  Bevel
had recently moved to Chicago with his wife,
Diane Nash, a native South Sider, and started
working at the West Side Christian Parish, an
outreach ministry across from Union Park, that
extended the invitation to Dr. King.  Excerpt

Dr. King At Soldier Field In Chicago

Albert Raby

Dr. King & Coretta Living In Chicago’s
24th Ward in a ghetto neighborhood.

1550 S. Hamlin, Chicago, Illinois

REMEMBER VIOLENCE WAS NOT HIS LEGACY
RIOTS AFTER KING’S ASSASSINATION

APRIL 4, 1968, DESTROYED THE 24TH WARD

Dr. James Bevel

© Helen L. Bevel

Giving

Up on

Nonviolent

Solutions

Local Youth Leaders
Wakati-El aka Jimmy Wilson,
Tiny aka Allan Evans, Deacon
Moe aka Theophilus Moore,

Pepelo aka Eddie Perry,
Pea Nut aka Richard Tidwell,
Henry Jordan and Carl Pitts

The Nonviolent Chicago Open Housing Movement 24th Ward
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Founder of Chicago, IL April 15, 1922  – November 25, 1987

First African American Mayor of Chicago, IL
April 12, 1983- 1987

He was the son of Roy Lee Washington Sr. and Bertha Jones Washington.
Harold married Nancy Dorothy Finch on July 22, 1942. They divorced without
children on February 25, 1950. At his death, he was engaged to Mary Ella
Smith. He Died in office on November 25, 1987 and is buried at Oak Woods
Cemetery in Chicago.

Harold attended DuSable High School, 1936-1939. diploma awarded after
military service, 1946. In World War II, served in the 1887th Engineer Aviation
Battalion, rising to rank of first sergeant. He received the American Campaign
Medal, among other honors; and was honorably discharged in 1946. He
graduated from Roosevelt College (now Roosevelt University) in 1949.  He
graduated from Northwestern University School of Law in 1952; and began
private practice the same year.

He served as an assistant city prosecutor in Chicago in 1954. He began serving
as precinct captain in the 3rd Ward in 1954; his father had previously held this
position. He began working as arbitrator for the Illinois Industrial Commission
in 1960.  He served in the Illinois Legislature: Illinois state representative,
1965-1977: Illinois state senator, 1977-1981.  He served in U.S. Congress,
1981-1983 and was elected Chicago’s first African American mayor in 1983;

Before 1750 - August 28, 1818

He is first recorded living in Chicago in early 1790 at the mouth of the Chicago
River. He eventually sold his property in Chicago in 1800 and moved to St.
Charles, Missouri, where he died in 1818.

It is believed that  he was "a native of St. Domingo" (the island of Hispaniola).
He married a Potawatomi woman named Kitihawa (Christianized to Catherine)
on October 27, 1788 in a Catholic ceremony, though they were likely married
earlier in the 1770s in the Native American tradition. They had a son named Jean
and a daughter named Susanne.

In a footnote to a poem titled Speech to the Western Indians, Arent DePeyster,
British commandant at Fort Michilimackinac from 1774 to 1779 (a former French
fort in what was by then the British Quebec Territory), noted that "Baptist Point
de Saible" was "handsome", "well educated", and "settled in Eschecagou. A trader
who visited Chicago in about 1794, described Point du Sable as a large man who
was a wealthy trader.

Ebony Magazine wrote in December, 1963: [Point du Sable] is not yet honored
in his own house (which Chicagoans call the "Kinzie House") or on his own land.
No street bears his name and, save for the high school, he has no monument.
Cadillac is honored in Detroit, Pitt in Pittsburgh, Cleveland in Cleveland—but
the father of Chicago has no street or statue of stone to call his own. Since the
article The Jean Baptiste Point Du Sable Homesite was designated as a National
Historic Landmark on May 11, 1976, as a site deemed to have "exceptional value
to the nation.". In 2009, the City of Chicago and a private donor erected there a
large bronze bust of Point du Sable by Chicago-born sculptor Erik Blome. In
February 2016 the bust was temporarily relocated to 400 N. Michigan Ave for
the construction of a new Apple Store, but will return to its original location once
construction is completed. In October 2010, the Michigan Avenue Bridge was
renamed DuSable Bridge in honor of Point du Sable. Previously a small street
named De Saible Street had been named after him.

Source Wikipedia
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ROAD MAP TO THE PROMISE LAND
Seven Systems of Peaceful Living

PERSONAL
PRAYER

INSTINCTUAL
DRIVE

SCIENCE RELATIONSHIP

MY LOVE PHILOSOPHY
IDEOLOGY

INDIVIDUAL
Know Thyself

CREATOR
SOURCE

PRINCIPLE THEOLOGY

Thy kingdom
come on earth

Give me my
daily bread

Forgive me, as
I forgive

others their
trespasses

Lead me not
into

temptation

LIFE

KNOWLEDGE

ORDER

WORK

HEALTH

SOCIOLOGY

ECOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

ANTHROPOLOGY

OTHER PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENT
Earth, Air, Water, Trees,
Sky, Animals, Minerals,

Protoplasm

EMOTIONAL
MENTAL

MAINTENANCE

PHYSICAL NEEDS
Matrimony, Intimacy.

Intercourse, Food, Touch,
Hygiene, Clothing, Shelter

TEACHING/LEARNING
Career, Vocation,

Trade, Job

Deliver me
from evil

(Ignorance)

H:\...

Worship Center

School Government

Business

Home

Clinic

I AM FREE

DEFINITIONWhat •Was Will Be
Past Future

Could have
Should have
Ought have

Regret
Un-forgiveness

Dreams
Possibilities
Aspirations

Plans • Hopes
Goals

VISION
Of

CHANGE

I AM THE ANSWER NOW!
Who am I?  • What is my purpose?

What do I need to carry out my purpose?
When will I become active in fulfilling my purpose?

Where do I need to be to carry out my purpose?
How do I carry out my purpose?

Why - Apply to all the above.

The moment is an active reality
and must be activated by a

WHO
 (subject)

Active Love in the Moment
Principled • Creative • Self-defined • Active

Hopeful • Truthful • Just • Kind

IS

The moment is full of possibilities and creativity. What
determines ones outcome is what is brought to the moment. You
can bring principles into the moment in order to build, for

principles bring things into being. You can also bring negative
attitudes and dispositions to the moment that keep you locked
in the past, stresses you out and weakens your immune system.

Freedom is the  most valuable
quality to possess, because

without it the only worthwhile
goal is its acquisition.

—Myeka

Law of the Moment

WAS WHEN

KNOW THYSELF

Man (male/female) ought always pray and not faint. • Man out of prayer is like a fish out of water.

“We as a people will get to the Promised Land.”FREEDOM
can only be achieved in the moment.

INSTITUTIONS

SELF
Making A Nation

Generator
Organizer
Director

WORSHIP CENTER
CHURCH, MOSQUE, SYNAGOGUE,
TEMPLE, CIRCLE, SWEAT LODGE,

FELLOWSHIP

GOVERNMENT
Precinct Council, Ward, City,
County, State, Nation, World

INDUSTRY/BUSINESS
Agriculture, Textile, Energy,
Construction, Transportation
Communication,Tool Making

CLINIC
Psychological Counseling,
Energy Healing, Massage,
Acupuncture, Iridology,
Herbalism, Hypnosis, etc

HOME
Health Care, Management, Diet,
Nutrition, Tantra,  Conception,

Child rearing, Relaxation,
Exercise, Hobbies, Prosperity,
Entertainment, Enjoyment,  etc

SCHOOL
Homeschool, Early Childhood,
Pre-School, Elementary, High
School, College, Trade School
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Webster defines principles as: The ultimate source or origin of something; a
fundamental truth, law or doctrine upon which others are based. An essential quality,
element or constituent, especially one that produces a specific effect; a necessary
faculty; a natural or original tendency; a motivating force upon which others depend;
the law of nature by which a thing operates.

By meditating, defining and understanding principles, we learn to be free to choose,
and be responsible for the choices we make. When we accept responsibility for our
choices, we accept the situations we find ourselves in or we change it. Our Constitution
grants us the right to Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness, which are all principles
that guarantee our Freedom. Freedom means that we are afforded the right and
opportunity to choose what we will and will not do. With freedom comes the
responsibility to take care of one's self. It is the freedom of choice that carries with it
the responsibility to accept the consequences of the choices made. If we refuse to make
or accept responsibility for our choices, then we abdicate our responsibility to another,
and the result is a loss of freedom. This is where slavery, subjugation and oppression
have their origin. Because we live in the world with other people who also have freedom
to make choices, we must incorporate other principles of living so that our choices do
not clash or create conflict. So we learn to treat others with dignity, respect and justice,
because this is what we want for our self. By applying the principles of dignity, respect
and justice, we are able to develop a way to consider each other’s perspective, and
choices, and come to understandings and agreements.

The road to adulthood is paved in principles. No matter how old one may be, without
principles to guide one's life, traces of childhood remain. These traces of childhood are
paved with “what I like and don't like, "what I want," my opinion,” should’s or
shouldn’t, musts, ought’s and have to,” and all the fear, guilt and shame we can find
ourselves entrenched in, because we didn't consciously choose. Instead we followed
other’s choices, and did as we were told to do, like children. Then we blame ourselves
for something we weren’t responsible for, or we blame others and overlook our
contribution to the problem. Having equal opportunity to develop our potential, we
need never point our finger at others as the source of our ills or discomfort. As a result
we develop the tools to right any wrongs and correct any errors, whether made by us
or another. We must always remember that until we take personal responsibility for
our lives, and realize that what is happening in our lives is a result of us, (not anything
outside of us) then we are helpless to do anything about the situations we are in. Once
we accept responsibility for our life we gain control over our lives and can thus make
things happen the way we want them to.

These daily principles to live by are presented, so that you will be able to develop a
moral code to live by that works. Each day/week/month you are encouraged to meditate
on a principle, define it, write about it (poetry, prose, songs, and rap), draw about it
and discuss it with others. Most important create ways to incorporate it into your life.
As a result you will begin to experience your Divinity and gain self-worth, self-
confidence self-respect and self-transformation. Pick a principle a day or a week and
include it in your diary.

A NATION UNDER GOD
A Nation Under God consists of principled people.

ABUNDANCE
ACCEPTANCE

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT

ACTUALIZATION
ADVENTURE

AMBITION
APPEARANCE

APPRECIATION
ATONEMENT
ATTAINMENT
ATTENTION

ATTRACTION
AUTHENTICITY

AWARENESS
BALANCE
BEAUTY
BEING
BIRTH
BLISS

BRAVERY
BREATH
BREVITY

BRILLIANCE
BOUNDLESSNESS

BUOYANCY
CALMNESS
CAUSATION

CHANGE
CHARITY

CHASTITY
CIVILITY
CLARITY

COMFORT
COMMUNICATION

COMPASSION
COMPLETION
CONFIDENCE

CONSCIOUSNESS
CONSERVATION
CONSISTENCY
CONSTANCY

CONTEMPLATION
CONTENTMENT

CONTROL
COOPERATION
CORRESPOND
EMERGENCE

COURAGE
CREATIVITY
DARKNESS

DEATH
DECISIVENESS

DESIRE
DETERMINATION
DEVELOPMENT

DIGNITY
DILIGENCE

DIVINITY
DUTIFULNESS

DYNAMISM
EFFECT
EFFORT

ELEMENTS
EMOTION

ENDURANCE
ENERGY

ENLIGHTENMENT
EQUALITY

EQUILIBRIUM
EQUIVALENCE
ETERNALITY
EXCELLENCE

EXQUISITENESS
FAITH

FAMILY
FE/MALE

FERTILITY
FIDELITY

FINITENESS
FIRST SOURCE
FLEXIBILITY

FLOW
FORCE

FOCUS
FORGIVENESS

FORM
FREEDOM

FREQUENCY
FRIENDSHIP

FRUITFULNESS
GAIETY
GENDER

GENEROSITY
GENTLENESS

GIVING
GLADNESS

GLORY
GOODNESS

GRACE
GRATITUDE
GREATNESS

GROWTH
HAPPINESS
HARMONY
HEALING
HEALTH

HELPFULNESS
HONESTY

HONOR
HUMILITY

IDENTIFICATION

ILLUMINATION
IMMANENCE
IMMENSITY

IMMORTALITY
IMPROVEMENT

INCREASE
INDEPENDENCE

INNOCENCE
INFINITY

INSPIRATION
INTEGRATION

INTEGRITY
INTELLIGENCE

INTUITION
INVOLVEMENT

JOY
JUSTICE

KINDNESS
KNOWLEDGE

LAUGHTER
LEADERSHIP
LIBERATION

LIFE
LIGHT
LOVE

LOYALTY
MAGNIFICENCE

MAGNETISM

MAGNANIMITY
MAINTENANCE

MAJESTY
MANIFESTATION

MASTERY
MATURITY
MEEKNESS

MENTALISM
MERCY

MODESTY
MORALITY

MOTION
MOTIVATION
MOVEMENT

NATURALNESS
NOBILITY

OBJECTIVITY
OBSERVATION

ONENESS
OPTIMISM
OPULENCE

ORDER
PATIENCE

PEACE
PERCEPTION
PERFECTION

PERSEVERANCE
PRIMACY

POLARITY
POWER

PRESENCE
PRODUCTIVITY

PROGRESS
PROSPERITY
PRUDENCE

PURITY
PURPOSE

RADIANCE
REALIZATION

REABSORPTION
REASON

RECEPTIVITY
RECTITUDE

RECOGNITION
REGULARITY
REDEMPTION
REFLECTION

RELATIONSHIP
RELATIVITY
RELAXATION

REPOSE
RESOURCEFUL

RESPECT
RESPONSIBILITY

REVERENCE
RHYTHM

RIGHTEOUSNESS
SACREDNESS

SACRIFICE
SAFETY

SALVATION
SERENITY
SHARING

SELECTIVITY
SELF

SILENCE
SINCERITY

SOUND
SOULFULNESS

SPACE
SPIRIT

SPLENDOR
STABILITY
STRENGTH

SUCCESS
SUPREMACY

SUSTAINABILITY
SYMMETRY
TEMERITY

TEMPERANCE
THOUGHTFULNESS

TOLERANCE
TRANSCENDENCE

TRANSFORMATION

TRANSPORTATION
TRUTH

UNDERSTANDING
UNIFORMITY

UNITY
VALOR
VALUE

VASTNESS
VIBRATION

VIRTUE
VISION

VITALITY
WARMTH
WEALTH

WHOLENESS
WILL

WISDOM
WONDER

WORK
ZEAL



(1) That American local, public and private education systems, colleges and universities leave their graduates totally inadequate
in the face of solving America’s psychological problems of slavery and the affects of racism and poverty that leave students
totally lacking in their ability to understand the nature of the American Civil Rights Movement or to gather America’s real facts
of history and government.

(2) That there are no white, black, red, yellow, or brown people listed on the maps of the world and that the color of the skin
of people makes no essential difference, when it is considered, that all people in the world are factually of the same species,
Homo sapiens sapiens, although they are born and raised in different and various cultures of the world.  They all have the
inherent capacity to imagine, to think, to create ideas and concepts, to create new things not in being at the time of their birth,
to improve on the past and to create new languages and civilizations.

(3) That European or European Americans did not and do not have the capacity nor the ability to enslave the minds of individuals
in Africa or anywhere else because the capacity to decide is inherently encased on the inside of every individual.

(4) That Europeans have not evolved to become a superior or a new species and Europeans have not developed two or three
heads or a different head altogether.

(5) That the European and European American did have the physical power to imprison the bodies of African Americans but
were dependent upon the cooperation of the African American to plant, harvest and cure tobacco, pick cotton, and raise rice
because all the psycho-social systems depend upon cooperation of humans.

(6) That the power to be free resides in each person in every generation of African and European Americans, and that power
exists today in every person who makes up the American Family.

(7) That America slavery is a plantation mentality that has engulfed the whole American system since 1619, and it had spread
to embrace the whole country from north to south and east and west by 1861 and the American Civil War.

(8) That President Hayes put the federal cap on African American development after the presidential election of 1876 and gave
the south (freed slaves) back to the southern plantation owners to continue slavery in another form.

(9) That the American slave plantation included the European male and female; the African American male and female; and
Euro-African American children that were born out of the mixture of the group from Africa and the group from Europe.

(10) That European Americans talk about American slavery in the past tense and African Americans talk about it in the past
tense and third person and that neither African or European Americans talk about American slavery in the present tense and
that neither African or European Americans talk about American slavery in the present tense or the first person.

(11) That to be free in America each person must recognize the slavery that is in his or herself, speak about it in the present
tense and speak about it in the first person or the “I”, and shed her or himself of the inherited slave names master’s names,
slave culture, behaviors and habits.

(12) That each person has the human responsibility to be the model in teaching the children of the human family how to be free
and to live the Human Creed of the 1776 Declaration of Independence.

 (13) That nouns are not adjectives; that nouns name people, places and things and that people are not things or places; and
that black, white, red, yellow and brown are adjectives; that African American, European American, Asian American, Australian
American and Jewish American, etc., are nouns that define both ethnic heritage on the one hand and civic heritage in the United
States on the other.

(14) That ethnic means group heritage, American means civic heritage and esnicity represents the concept of the human individual
that is not limited to anything in the past and represents the possibility to create a new drama for a new future. Esnicity
encapsulates the fact that people are both ordinary and unique.

(15) That the sun, moon, stars, the earth and its atmosphere, the animals, plants, fauna and flora, are still with us and that the
children need to know these facts of life at birth and all along the way to maturity.

(16) That to find answers, one must seek them and be humble to receive the answers, no matter how strange or different from
the past memories or experiences those answers may initially appear to be.

(17) That I was a slave five years out of Law School and had been one all of my life and that I needed to assume responsibility
and create and re-create myself through the ideal of a free person.

(18) That meaning and reason were forced out of the communication system on slave  plantation’s of America and that the
people who make up that plantation operate and function without any principles, facts, and truth between them and among them.

(19)  I had to be primary and assume the responsibility of creating the concept and the ideal context through which the American
Family could grow into and participate in creating the American Dream and learn to live by the legacy of the American Creed.

(20) That I need to understand the difference between how I perceive myself and the African part of the American Family and
how I and African Americans are perceived by the European American Family, and how African Americans perceive Africans
in Africa and Africans from Africa in the United States.

(21) That the total American experience in human slavery, from 1619 to the present day, produced a new social entity in the
world: the American Family, the nucleus of which consists of the African American female and male; the European American
female and male, and the Euro-African American female and male, the so-called Mulatto, which is the reproductive product of
the African and the European.

(22) That this group of six people making up the core of the American Family has not created and institutionalized a human
system of communication between or among them that has its roots in the creed of the 1776 Declaration of Independence.

(23) That because of this human aberration, the whole American family consists of six slaves in its nucleus.

(24) That since all of the three mothers of the American Family are ignorant of these facts, then the three men of the American
Family are ignorant of these facts.

(25) That today, there is no academic course in the American home, school, college or university system that teaches the three
females in the American Family how to develop a proposal that would be the basis for the meeting of the minds in social
interacting with the three males in the American Family;

(26) That there is no course in the American home, school, college or university system that teaches the three females in the
American Family how to create a human proposal for a new freedom civilization—a proposal that would be the basis for the
meeting of the human mind with the three males in the ethnic American family for the purpose of social interaction in every
phase in the life of the new society.

 (27) No two people can have a principled relationship without an objective (public) standard—measurement of equality in
principle, fact, and truth.

THE TWENTY SEVEN FINDINGS



1. Stand by me, not over me.  Give me the feeling that I am not alone in the
world, and that I can always count on you when I am in trouble.

2. Make me feel that I am loved and wanted.  I want to love you, not as a duty,
but because you love me, and I thus learn what love is. Make me a priority in
your life and schedule outings and activities that I can share and that I can enrich
my life by.

3. Educate me by being affectionately firm. You really will achieve more with
me through patient teaching than by punishment or preaching.  Say "no "when
you feel you must, but explain your rules, don’t merely impose them.  Most of
all be consistent and not wishy washy. If you are confused about what you want
from me, why shouldn’t I be confused about what I give you.

4. Bring me up so that I will not always need you. Teach me how to take on
responsibility and become independent of you. I will learn faster and better if
you will let me question you, your ideas and your standards. I want a chance
to prove what I can do as soon as I am ready to give proof. Don't hold me back
by a false love that over-protects and paralyzes.

5. Don't act shocked when I do things I should not.  It is going to take me time
to learn how to grow into life properly. All of God’s children have problems.
That doesn’t mean we’re all problem children.

6. Don't treat me like I am inferior.  I doubt myself enough without your
confirmation. Predicting failure won’t help us to succeed.  We need support,
nurturing and encouragement from you.

7.  Say "Nice Work "when I do something really well.  Don't hold back the
praise when I deserve it. That’s the way to spur us on.

8. Show respect for my wishes even if you disagree with them.  You teach
respect, when you give respect. Respect for you will flow naturally from your
respect for me. "What you are, speaks louder than your words."

9. Get the slave out of you.  Slavery has lasted long enough.  It has destroyed
families, communities and nations. This culture of master and slave is antiquated
and a dead-end system of dysfunctional relationships.  It is predicated on fear
of scarcity and the illusion that we can control others when we really can’t
control one cell of our own body. Transform your fears into love, and take the
time to eradicate the slave. I represent freedom.  Don't impose your slave
mentality and systems on me.  It’s time for a change.  See Ajanaku Basic
Research on the internet.

10. Give direct answers to direct questions.  Don't give me more than I ask for
or can understand. When you don't know, say so, but find someone who does
know, so that my question can be answered.

11. Sometimes I run into serious emotional difficulties.  Should that happen,
obtain professional counseling for me. It isn’t always easy for me to understand
myself or know just what I need.  That’s why there are specialist in personal
adjustment and vocational selection.

12. Treat me as a person in my own right. Children are people, not carbon copies
of grown-up’s. Treat all young people in your care fairly; that is, as of equal
value to yourself. That is how I will learn to respect the rights of other people
and to treat them fairly.

13. If I reject your religion, be sure to teach me principles. You can teach me
to be a good person by instilling principles in me. “Do unto others, as you would
have them do unto you, "is a principle that permeates all religions, as do love,
truth, justice, peace, and principles can be taught in public schools.

14. Make me feel that our home belongs to me. I am at least as important as the
furniture. Don't protect "things "at my expense by making me feel like an
intruding bull in a china shop.

15. Don't laugh at me when I use the word "love.”  The need to love and be
loved starts early (and never ends.) Help me to develop a healthy self-esteem,
so that I love myself, and thus magnetize genuine love to me for a healthy
partnership.

16. Treat me as junior partners in the firm.  Democracy starts at home. If you
want me to be a worthy successor to you, take me into your confidence, and let
me help manage our family, school and community.   Decisions that will affect
our whole future should be made with me, not for me. I should at least be heard
as to the kind of future I want.

17. Make yourself an adult fit for a child to live with. Prove to me "it isn’t so
"that parents are the worst persons in the world to have offspring, or that
teachers are precisely the people least-suited to teach. Show me that home and
school are not simply places where young people learn how to get along with
disagreeable adults.

18. I am a gift to the world. Prepare me to lead my life, not yours. Find out what
I aspire and am capable of doing and being.  Don’t force me beyond my capacity
or make me become what you want me to become.  Help me set realistic goals
and successfully achieve them.

19. School should be a place that instills a love of learning and a healthy
lifestyle. Loading me with homework so that I don't have a life outside of school
makes me hate learning and school. Making me sit for hours in school,
acclimates me to a sedentary lifestyle that is against my health, because it leads
to heart disease. Movement is natural and not hyperactivity.  I don’t need drugs
to sedate me, I need people who know my authentic needs, protect my health,
facilitate my interests and protect my rights. Are you listening?

20. Help me develop financial independence and stability. Teach me a work
ethic and how to earn and use money wisely and set financial goals. I need a
career, a profession and institutional development skills.

21. Show interest in what I am doing.  Even though by your standards my
activities may not be important or interesting, don't reduce them in my eye by
your indifference.

YOUTH BILL OF RIGHTS
For parents, teachers and other adults.



22. Let me make my own mistakes.  To make wise decisions takes experience.
That means I have to try something’s for myself. I can only learn from my own
action not yours.

23. Learn to understand me from my point of view.   Your perspective is just
that, yours.  Remember the saying, walk a mile in another shoes.  Apply that
to me.  I am not you so learn to empathize with me.

24. Teach me to know myself first.  Know Thyself!  Help me to gain self-
knowledge so that I can know others.

25.  Don't treat me like an adult only when I break the law.  As a child I learn
from adults. I have no determination of whom or where, I grow up or what
values I am taught. If I am taught to be a criminal, give me the necessary healing
therapies to help me overcome my ills.  I am a child and I don't have the
right-to-vote and elect judges, and other public officials, so why treat me like
an adult only when I break the law?

26. Learn how to communicate and listen.  Listening is a art that facilitates
communication rather than arguments.  Communication is a science and has
rules. Teach me to do more than just talk. My words should reflect intelligence,
meaning and purposeful living.

27.  I need both of my parents.  Don't let your disagreements interfere with my
relationships with each of you. Your problems are just that, your problems,
don't use me to punish each another.

28. Change those institutions that no longer work in my interest.  Don't be so
stuck on the way things were, that you can’t change institutions (church,
government, industry/business, penal institution/clinic, home and school) that
fail me. My generation is different from yours so create institutions that fulfill
my needs, protect my rights, facilitate and maintain my health and foster my
interest.

29. When you are emotionally or mentally ill, get help.  Don't allow your inferior
feelings to make you operate from a superiority point of view (I’m right because
I pay the bills, am older, male, your mother, etc.) Be willing to at least examine
the possibility of you’re being incorrect, and gain the courage to correct
yourself. Learn EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) www.emofree.com

30. Don't assume that you know what I am doing or being. Ask questions, get
answers and then come to your conclusion, based on facts.

31. Love means discipline.  Don't let your guilt for not having planned my birth,
be the reason you let me run wild. I need you to discipline me as a child, so that
others who have no love or commitment to me will not harm me later in life.
Let your discipline be loving, just, and reasonable.

32. Don't be afraid to admit when you are wrong.  Perfection comes with
correcting error, so don't act like you are always right and look down on me.
So be perfect in correcting your errors.

33. I need fun and companionship.  Help me share my interests and happy feelings
with groups of friends. Give me time to be with them and make them welcome
when they come to visit.

34.  Learn how to be a good parent.  Parenting does not come naturally, so take
the time to learn to be a successful parent by taking classes.

35.  Don’t take my side when I commit a violation and don’t let me get away
with lying, mistreating others or stealing.   If you let me get away with these
things, I will ruin my life at some point.  Teach me the value of truthfulness
and respect by you setting an example.  If you take my side when I am in
violation you set me up for failure when I am an adult.

36.  Don't be toxic to me, by perpetuating your fears and lies.  If you are afraid
of bugs, snakes, dogs, people, etc., have the courage to admit that you are fearful
and that their is not something wrong with the thing you fear but with you, and
seek the knowledge you need to overcome your fear. "Fear is the abandonment
of the supports offered by reason.” Book of Wisdom This way I can grow up
with my natural curiosity and desire to learn intact.

37. TV is not an adequate substitute for good parenting.  Too much TV, like
too much of anything (except love) is a detriment. The library is a much better
resource. Also activities that allow me to exercise my body and release energy.

38. End the "pecking order.”  The pecking order is an animalistic means for
defining value, based on adopting an animal social structure. As a child, I am
always at the bottom of your pecking order and that sets me up to be a bully or
bullied.  Learn nonviolence and commit to developing I-Thou relationships
based on equality, where everyone is valued and deserving of respect, and
justice. Dr. King, was right, “It’s either nonviolence or non-existence.”  Why
don’t you support him?

39. Don't make me ashamed of my natural sexual feelings.  Sex is natural. Teach
me by precept and example how to maintain sexual integrity in harmony with
the true purpose of sex. Help me to understand and develop a healthy sexual
attitude grounded in love, self-respect and healthy self-esteem. Protect me from
sexually perverted people who would destroy my innocence and development.

40. I need a functional home.  A house is not a home.  A home is an incubator for
the development of healthy individuals. Home is a principled institution founded
on the science of biology, love and goodwill.  Take the time to invest in its
development for it is the foundation of all sane societies.

41. Your and previous generations social, relationship and environmental
grade is an F.  You have failed at developing a healthy functional society
(homeless ness, poverty, have’s and have nots).  You have failed at developing
loving relationships (divorce, war).  You have failed at maintaining a healthy
and balanced ecology (air/water pollution, soil erosion, oil spills, endangered
species, rain forest devastation, top soil erosion).  What are you going to do
about this?  Business as usual is not acceptable.  You have to change your foolish
ways, now!

41. Fertility Literacy Education is of paramount importance.  Provide me
with an education that begins with the science of how I got here and how to get
others here.  Primary choices can only be made when I have knowledge.  I don't
have to be in a position where I have to react to a failure to plan conception,
when I am fertility literate.



Connection to Source Creator
Rootedness In Nature

Free Agency
Your Free Name

The Right To Vote
A Holistic Quality Education

Purposeful Living
Freedom of Mobility
Pure and Natural Sex
Self-Determination

Self-Respect
Religious Freedom

A Home
Marriage/ Holy Matrimony

A Family
Financial Independence

Protection Under The Law
Manhood Initiation

Womanhood Initiation
Right to pursue a mate of your choice

Healthcare
Recognition of the Motherland

(culture, language, history)
The Pursuit of Happiness

Healthy Food
Dignity

The Right To Have Money/Currency
The Right To Read

The Right To Develop Institutions
Land Acquisition

FORBIDDEN IN SLAVERY
1619 - 1964

“Without cleansing, purification, confession and repentance, there is no remission of sin.  This is completely different from the statement
“without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin.” This latter statement is the religion of Cain and Abel and not the religion of

Christ Consciousness.  For Christ Consciousness deals with all truth and all power that is necessary to carry out the purpose for which God
created mankind.  Without the truth of the fall, and the truth of the restoration, there is no personal nor social salvation. Truth is the shared

definition and purpose of man that leads to harmony, justice, peace, and prosperity. Truth is that which leads to the restoration of Man.”
—Reverend James L. Bevel

Slavery is a state of disconnectiveness from Source Origin.  It is a state where people seek to control others decision making process by violence,
manipulation, persuasion and deprivation, thus creating a state of dependency.  The result of this process is mental, emotional, physical and spiritual
illness.

The basic structure of the slave system is composed of the following; master/superior v slave/inferior.  This system can exist in any relationship;
male/male, female/female, male/female, female/male, adult/child, one race/another race, one religion/another religion.

Slavery is a system that grows out of mankind’s need to feel safe, secure and prosperous while disconnected from Source.  The system of slavery
permeates all aspects of a persons life.  It is so all invasive that it even appears to be sane to those enslaved within it.  The slaves one ambition is to
achieve the position and state of mastery or enslavement of another.

It is because of this that those who have endured any form of enslavement, must erect a system of healing to get their natural manhood or womanhood
as endowed by their Creator.  Otherwise they will continue to reduplicate the only state that are aware of and continue a vicious cycle passed on from
generation to generation.  Nonviolence is the key to true liberation for it is a state where one refuses to violate self or other and seeks therapeutic
assistance in uprooting fear that anchors one in the state of violence.

“The best treasure that a man can attain unto in this world is true knowledge; even the knowledge of himself.  For man is the greatest mystery
of God, the microcosm, or complete abridgement of the whole universe.  He/she is God’s masterpiece, a living emblem and hieroglyphic of
eternity and time; and therefore to know whence he is and what his temporal and eternal being and well-being are, must needs be that one

necessary thing, to which all our chief study should aim and in comparison of which all the wealth of this world is but dross, and a loss to us.”
—Jacob Boehme



STATE

ALABAMA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING
Total

Black

299
0

226
2
3
1

257
492

0
19
14
2

19
142
335

0
27
1
4

539
69
2
5
0
1
3
1

86
3

16
40
1
6

156
0

204
352

2
0

83
1

28
0
5

3,446

White

48
31
58
41
65
0

25
39
20
15
33
17
35
63
56
1
2
7
5

42
53
82
52
6
1

33
1

15
13
10
82
20
2
4

27
47

141
6
1

17
25
20
6

30
1,297

Total

347
31

284
43
68
1

282
531
20
34
47
19
54

205
391

1
29
8
9

581
122
84
57
6
2

36
2

101
16
26

122
21
8

160
27

251
493

8
1

100
26
48
6

35
4,743

LYNCHINGS: BY STATE AND RACE, 1882-1968

*Statistics provided by the Archives at
Tuskegee Institute.

QUOTES ON LYNCHING

As another has well said, to handicap a student by teaching him that his black face is a curse and that his struggle
to change his condition is hopeless is the worst sort of lynching.

This crusade is much more important than the anti- lynching movement, because there
 would be no lynching if it did not start in the schoolroom.

—Carter G. Woodson

Every argument on lynching in the South gets back sooner or later to the question of rape.
—Ray Stannard Baker

I rise today to offer a formal and heartfelt apology to all the victims of lynching in our history, and for the failure
of the United States Senate to take action when action was most needed.

—George Allen

It may be true that the law cannot make a man love me, but it can keep him from lynching me,
and I think that's pretty important.

—Martin Luther King, Jr.

Although lynching's have steadily increased in number and barbarity during the last twenty years, there has been
no single effort put forth by the many moral and philanthropic forces of the country

to put a stop to this wholesale slaughter.

Brave men do not gather by thousands to torture and murder a single individual, so gagged and
bound he cannot make even feeble resistance or defense.

Our country's national crime is lynching. It is not the creature of an hour, the sudden outburst of
uncontrolled fury, or the unspeakable brutality of an insane mob.

The nineteenth century lynching mob cuts off ears, toes, and fingers, strips off flesh, and
distributes portions of the body as souvenirs among the crowd.

—Ida B. Wells

Lynching's By Offense

Homicides 1,937
Felonious Assault 2054

Rape 912

Attempted Rape 288
Robbery and Theft 232
Insult to White Person  85
All Other Causes 1,084

Total 4,743



Groups of young people throughout the United States decided to test the findings of
Mahatma Gandhi, in his use of nonviolence to rid India of the British minority invaders.
Nonviolence was successful in achieving this goal.  The question was whether nonvio-
lence could be used by a minority to achieve open theaters, open lunch counters,
eliminate segregation and discrimination in transportation /public places, and achieve
voting rights from an unjust, uncaring majority. Nonviolence was successful in numer-
ous occasions in achieving the goals. The masses never understood or accepted nonvio-
lence and thus the experiments stopped and the application to personal problems was
never advanced.

1. The nonviolent right-to-vote movement of the South began in the early 1960's.

2. Participatory direct-action organizations such as CORE (Congress of Racial Equality),
SCLC (Southern Christian Leadership Conference), and SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordi-
nating Committee) took the fight for voting rights and desegregation into the deepest depths
of the racist South – Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia.  The slogan became “One
Man, One Vote,” and instead of lawsuits the strategy was to organize people at the grassroots
to directly challenge and defy the entire “whites only” system by demanding desegregation
and the right-to-vote, face-to-face, county-by-county, state-by-state.

3. During the “Freedom Summer” of 1964, close to a thousand civil rights workers of all races
and backgrounds from across the country converged on Mississippi to support voting rights
and to confront segregation.  This was followed in August by the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party's challenge, led by Fannie Lou Hamer, to the whites-only Mississippi
delegation at the Democratic National Convention held in Atlantic City.  The self-evident
justice of that challenge was ignored by Johnson and Humprey and the challenge was denied.

4.  On the day that the four little girls were murdered in a church bombing in Birmingham, AL,
following the Birmingham Movement, Diane Nash and her husband Reverend James L. Bevel
wrote the proposal for the Selma Right-to-Vote Movement and it was submitted to Dr. King
and other leaders who initially rejected the proposal.

5. Reverend Bevel, was the Director of Direct Action and Director of Nonviolent Education
for SCLC.  He took his staff (Dorothy Tillman, Rev. James Orange, Rev Richard Boone,
Charles Fager, Erica and Anna Ginsberg, Juanita and Daniel Harriel, Sonia Sanchez and Rev.
Harold Middlebrook and others) to Montgomery and then Selma to work on the right to vote
proposal he had written.

6. Strong local leadership developed in Alabama due to the absence of the NAACP, as they
were banned from the state by the government. It was this strong local leadership that was the
cause of so many movements and victories taking place in Alabama (the Montgomery Bus
Boycott, the Birmingham Movement, the Selma Right-to-Vote Movement. Here is a partial
list of those activist and freedom fighters born and raised in the state of Alabama: Rosa Parks,
Coretta Scott King, Rev. Richard Boone, Congressman John Lewis, Dr. Ralph David Abernathy, Rev.
Joseph Lowery, J. L. Chestnut, Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, Angela Davis, Jesse Owens, Charles K. Steele,
Marie Foster, Ameila and Samuel Boynton, Fred Gray, Albert Turner, Rev. F. D. Reese, E. D. Nixon,
Martin L. King, III, James Gildersleeve, J. D. Hunter, Rev. James Orange, Dorothy Tillman, Ulysses
Blackmon, Lucy Foster, Marie Foster, Annie Lee Cooper, Charles Mauldin, Barbara Howard, John
Head, Vassie Knott, Elmer Hawkins, Rev. J. J. Simmons, Carie Johnson, Lena Frost, Princella Howard,
Charles Bonner, Bennie Crenshaw, Veronic Smith, Mattie Atkins, Willie Neal Avery, P. H. Lewis, John
Hewlett, Mararet Moore, Earnest Doyle, Jimmy Lee Jackson, Henry Shannon, Rev. George Don
Galloway, Joanne Bland, Sam Walker and many others.

7.  Reverend Bernard LaFayette and wife Colia, choose Selma as a voter education project.
Others feared to tread in Selma.  When they arrived in Selma, the law stated that gatherings of
Blacks were limited to three people outside of a church meeting.  These fearless warriors joined
local leaders and began building a foundation for the next phase of the movement.

8.  When Rev. Bevel and his staff arrived in early 1965, they were able to take advantage of
the work that the local leaders and the LaFayette's had begun in laying the groundwork for a
movement.

9.  Jimmy Lee Jackson was shot on February 25, 1965, in Marion AL. This enraged the local
population and they began stocking up on bullets as they sought to get revenge for his murder.
He died on Feb. 28.

10. Rev. Bevel had to develop a nonviolent strategy to diffuse the growing hostility, so that no
act of violence would derail the movement for the right to vote. He told Rev. LaFayette that
he planned to march from Marion to Montgomery (later Selma) to go see the governor about
Jackson's murder.  LaFayette agreed and they went to visit Cager Lee, the grandfather of
Jackson.  At this meeting Bevel asked Mr. Lee if he would go with him to see the governor
about the senseless killing of his grandson. Cager Lee agreed.

11. At the memorial service for Jimmie Lee Jackson at Zion United Methodist Church, on Feb.
28, in the evening, Rev. Bevel preached a fiery sermon and called for a march from Selma to
Montgomery for which the crowd responded in mass agreement.  This direct action was used
to diffuse the violence and redirect it to gaining the right-to-vote.

12. One week after the call for the march, on Sunday, March 7, 1965, the march began and
Bloody Sunday became history with a yearly re-enactment in Selma every 1st week in March.

13.  Rev. Bevel motioned that all elected officials in Alabama be removed and new elections
be held with newly enfranchised citizens. His motion did not receive a second.  As a result
Mayor Joseph Smitherman of Selma (elected in 1964) remained in office until 2000, some 36
years for example.

14. The Voting Rights Act was signed into law on August 6, 1965 by President  Johnson.

15. On May 10, 2007, 42 years after the murder of Jimmie Lee Jackson, James Bonard Fowler
was charged with first degree and second degree murder for the death and he surrendered to
authorities.

16.  Having the right to vote, but not committed to nonviolence, African Americans elected to
office crooks, con-men, liars, cowards, sell-outs, unprincipled, unjust, and non-loving, men
and women whose only qualification was the color of their skin. As a result the health, interest,
rights and needs of African Americans were never addressed, protected or legislated into law.
Those who voted began to lose faith in the voting system, never realizing that healing was
needed in order to remain in the morphogenetic field of nonviolence.  It stands to reason that
if the gains were a result of nonviolence, then the maintenance of those gains would have to
be nonviolent.

17.  The proposal written by Diane Nash and Rev. Bevel, for the Selma Movement  and other
interesting facts is available in the book, The Nonviolent Right-to-Vote Almanac, available at
lulu.com.

18.  Rev. Bevel now deceased has never received recognition and proper gratitude for his work
in Alabama.

18 LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT THE NONVIOLENT RIGHT-TO-VOTE MOVEMENT OF 1965



• Thomas L. Jennings was the first A. A. to receive a patent
(US patent 3306x), which was issued on
March 3rd, 1821.
• George Washington Carver invented 300 things from, 200
from the sweet potatoe and many from the soybean.
• Lloyd P. Ray, invented the dustpan
• Thomas W. Stewart, invented the mop.
• George T. Samon, invented the clothes dryer.
• William Purvis, invented the fountain pen.
• Lee Burridge, invented the typewriting machine.
• W. A. Lovette, invented the advanced printing press.
• John Burr,  invented the lawn mower.
• Richard Spikes,  invented the automatic gearshift.
• Joseph Gammel, invented the supercharge system for
internal combustion engines.
• Garrett A. Morgan, invented the traffic light; gas mask
and the automatic traffic signal.
• George F. Grant, patents golf tree
• Thomas Martin,  invented the fire extinguisher
• J. W. Smith,  invented the lawn sprinkler
• Willis Johnson, invented the egg beater
• John Standard,  invented the refrigerator.
• Alice Parker,  invented the heating furnace.
• Frederick Jones,  invented the air conditioner.
• Elbert R. Robinson,  invented electric trolley.
• Alexander Miles,  invented the elevator.
• Philip Downing,  invented the letter drop mailbox.
• William Barry invented the postmarking and canceling
machine.
• Lewis Howard Latimer, invented the filament within the
light bulb.
• Dr. Charles Drew, found a way to preserve and store blood,
which led to his starting the world's first blood bank.
• Emmit McHenry created a complex computer code
whereby ordinary people can now surf the web or have e-
mails without having to study computer science. He created
what we know today simply as the .com
• Benjamin Banneker invented the first Farmers' Almanac.
• Andrew Jackson Beard received a patent on Nov. 27,
1897 for a device he called the Jenny Coupler.
• Miriam E. Benjamin received a patent for an invention she
called, A Gong and Signal Chair for Hotels.
• Henry Blair, 10/14/1834 invented a seed-planter, patented,
which allowed farmers to plant more corn using less labor in
a smaller amount of time; and a cotton picker.
• Bessie Blount invented a device to help disabled persons
eat.
• Sarah Boone, invented the ironing board (U.S. Patent
#473,653)  on December 30, 1887.

• Otis Boykin invented the 'Electrical Resistor' used in
computers, radios, television sets and a variety of electronic
devices.
• Charles Brooks invented the first street sweeper truck and
was issued a patent on March 17, 1896.
• Henry Brown patented a receptacle for storing and
preserving papers' on November 2, 1886, which developed
into what is now known as the bank safety deposit box
• George Carruthers invented the far-ultraviolet camera and
the spectrograph.
• John B. Christian invented and patented new lubricants
used in high flying aircraft and NASA space missions.
• Emmett W. Chappelle, proved that the number of bacteria
in semen can be measured by the amount of light given off by
that bacteria. He also showed how satellites can monitor
luminescence levels to monitor crops (growth rates, water
conditions and harvest timing).
 • David Crosthwait holds 39 patents for heating systems
and temperature regulating devices. He is most well known
for creating the heating system for New York City's famous
Radio City Music Hall.
• Mark Dean co-invented improvements in computer
architecture that allowed IBM compatible PCs to use the
same peripheral devices.
• Philip Emeagwali, won the Gordon Bell Prize, the
equivalent of the Nobel Prize, for developing the fastest
supercomputer software in the world.
• Sarah E. Goode, was the first A. A. women to receive a
patent (US #322,177), which was issued on 7/14/1885. She
invented a type of cabinet bed.
• Meredith C. Gourdine was the inventor of
electrogasdynamics systems.
• Lloyd Augustus Hall, is responsible for the meat curing
products, seasonings, emulsions, bakery products,
antioxidants, protein hydrolysates and many other products
that keep our food fresh and flavorable.
• L. C. Bailey, invented the folding bed
• Issac R. Johnso, invented the bicycle frame.
• James A. Bauer, invented the coin changer
• William Harwell, invented the space shuttle retrieval arm
• G. E. Becket, invented the letter box.
• Lester Lee, invented laser fuel.
• Alfred Benjamin, invented stainless steel pads
• Maurice W. Lee, invented the pressure cooker.
• H. Bradberry, invented the torpedo discharger.
• Marie Brown, invented the home security system.
• W. A. Martin, invented the lock.
• Norbert Rillieux, invented the sugar processing evaporator.
•  Alfred L. Cralle, invented the ice cream scooper.

•  Joseph Winters, invented wagon with fire escape ladder.
•  A. P. Ashbourne, invented the biscuit cutter; patented a
process for refining coconut oil.
• Frederick Jones, invented the first automatic refrigeration
system for long-haul trucks.
• Lonnie Johnson, invented the Super Soaker® a squirt gun
and also  thermodynamics systems on the side.
• Marjorie Stewart Joyner, invented a permanent wave
machine that would allow a hairdo to stay set for days.
• Percy Lavon Julian, synthesized the medicines
physostigmine for glaucoma and cortisone used for
rheumatoid arthritis; invented fire-extinguishing equipment.
• Lewis Howard Latimer, invented the water closet for
railroad cars, an electric lamp with an inexpensive carbon
filament and a threaded wooden socket for light bulbs.
• John Lee Love, designed The "Love Sharpener". Love's
invention is the very simple and portable pencil sharpener
that many artists use today.
• Jan Earnst Matzeliger, invented an automatic method for
lasting shoes, which made the mass production of affordable
shoes possible.
• Richard Spikes, invented beer tap, the automatic gear shift
and much more.
• Elijah McCoy, invented the automatic oil cup. During his
life, McCoy invented and sold 57 different kinds of devices
and machine parts, including an ironing board and lawn
sprinkler. His first patent was for a self-lubricating steam
engines, which was issued on 7/12/1872
• Madame C. J. Walker, was a St. Louis washerwoman
turned entrepreneur, who in 1905 invented a method to soften
and smooth African-American hair.
• Granville T. Woods, invented, automobile air brakes,
telephones and telegraphs, steam boiler, a chicken egg
incubator and an apparatus for an amusement park ride;
improvements to electric railways
• Gerald Lawson created the first cartridge-based video
game system, the Fairchild Channel F. It pushed the video
game industry forward into a flexible, diverse future. Once
players could switch games on a whim, game developers and
software companies flourished.
• Herbert Smitherman, Sr. Ph.D • Physical Organic chemist
•  Patents include Crest toothpaste, Folgers coffee, Bounce,
Safeguard and Crush soda.
•  Douglass Bevel, invented a product to help people
remember to take their medications,Cert Alert.
• Helen Edmond, invented The LunaQueen System and the
Sankofa 365 Calendar.

We give honor to the many unsung, unknown inventors.



He revolutionized jazz music with his
experimental techniques and showed a
deep reverence for sounds from other
cultures, including Africa and Latin

America. He received many posthumous
awards and recognitions, including

canonization by the African Orthodox
Church as Saint John William Coltrane

and a special Pulitzer Prize in 2007.

“I was born with music inside me. Music was one of my
parts. Like my ribs, my kidneys, my liver, my heart. Like

my blood. It was a force already within me when I arrived
on the scene. It was a necessity for me-like food or water.”

—Ray Charles

“It is from the blues that all that may be called American
music derives it’s most distinctive characteristics.

—James Weldon Johnson

John Coltrane
1926 - 1967

“No two people on earth are alike, and it's
got to be that way in music or it isn't music.”

—Billy Holiday

“All a musician can do is to get closer to
the sources of nature, and so feel that he
is in communion with the natural laws.”

—John Coltrane

“There is never any end. There are always new sounds to
imagine. New feelings to get at. And always there is a need to
keep purifying these needs and sounds so that we can really

see what we've discovered in its pure state, so we can see more
clearly what we are. In that way, we can give those who listen

to the essence, the best of what we are .”

Mary Lou Williams is perpetually
contemporary. Her writing and
performing have always been a

little ahead throughout her career.
Her music retains and maintains a

standard of quality that is
timeless.  She is like soul on soul.”

–Duke Ellington

"My students, are great
kids. They're looking for
love, and that's what's in
the music I'm teaching.
Jazz has healing in it,

and a lot of love."

“The only thing better
than singing is more

singing.”
—Ella Fitzgerald

 African American Music Appreciation Month
June proclaimed in 2009, by President Barack

Obama  to celebrate the music, the achievements,
births, and to honor our rich heritage.

“When the power of love
overcomes the love of power, the

world will know peace.”
—Jimi Hendrix

“I had spent many years pur-
suing excellence, because that
is what classical music is all

about. Now it was dedicated to
freedom, and that was far

more important.”
—Nina Simone

“Music is your own experience, your
own thoughts, your wisdom. If you

don't live it, it won't come out of your
horn. They teach you there's a

boundary line to music. But, man,
there's no boundary line to art.”

—Charlie “Bird” Parker

“We all do 'do, re, mi,' but you have
got to find the other notes yourself.”

—Louis Armstrong



Gangs are guys and gals who don’t know self or government.
SELF-GOVERNMENT

the process of exercising control or rule over
oneself. Not being controlled by outside forces.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE
Having knowledge of your, Biology (how you got here,

bodily functions), Anthropology (your history),
Theology (inner Source connection,  purpose for

being born; how to create), Sociology (how to unify
and live in order and harmony with others),

Psychology (how to utilize your unique gifts, skills,
talents and let your emotions drive your intellect

/thinking), Ecology (how to get your needs from
nature (food, clothing, shelter, tools,

transportation, energy, and communication) and
how to live a principled (love, truth, peace,

freedom, justice, joy and prosperity) life and
reap the fruits of your harvest.

GOVERNMENT
–Reverend James L. Bevel

Government comprises these and more
components:

self-knowledge, voting, knowing natural and
man made law, precinct council development

and participation.

“No person can be denied the right to
participate in government.  Even if you are
under age or a felon, you can still develop

your ability to govern yourself, learn natural
and man made law, volunteer to support the

candidates of your choice and work to
develop maintain and administrate a

precinct council.  Together we can make
government work.”



Jean Baptiste Pointe du Sable, founder of
Chicago, first arrived on the western shores
of Lake Michigan about 1779, where he built
the first permanent non-indigenous
settlement, at the mouth of the river just east
of the present Michigan Avenue Bridge on
the north bank.

In 1950, Ralph Bunche received the Peace
Prize for his efforts as mediator between
Arabs and Jews in the Israeli-Arab war in
1948-1949.

Eldrick "Tiger" Woods, in 2006, at the age
of 30, he won his 11th and 12th
professional major golf championships.
Among his championship wins were The
Masters in 1997, 2001, 2002, and 2005,
U.S. Open in 2000 and 2002, British Open
in 2000 and 2005, and the PGA
Championship in 2006.

Annie Malone is recorded as the U. S.’s
first African American female millionaire
based on reports of $14 million in assets in
1920 from her beauty and cosmetic
enterprises, headquartered in St. Louis
and Chicago. One of her selling agents was
Madam C. J. Walker.

Dr. Hamilton Naki, 1967, was the first
successful heart transplant surgeon in Cape
Town, S. A., but he could never appear on
pictures because he was Black.  Apartheid
did not allow Blacks to operate on Whites.
The White surgeon Dr. Christian Bernard
became a celebrity, taking credit for Dr.
Naki’s work.

“From 1963 to 1968, no one had a greater strategic & political influence on Dr. King than
Jim Bevel. From the original idea of an ‘Alabama Project’ targeted to ‘GROW’: ‘Get Rid
of Wallace’ in the wake of 16th Street Baptist Church murders in September 1963, through
the idea of marching to Montgomery from Selma in the wake of Jimmie Lee Jackson's
killing in Marion in February 1965, through the idea of SCLC fundamentally enlarging its
purview by moving north & joining the Chicago Freedom Movement in early 1966, to his
powerful & persuasive arguments that American military violence in Southeast Asia was
a moral issue about which the world's most-celebrated advocate of confrontational
nonviolence could not remain silent, Jim Bevel again & again successfully urged Dr. King
to confront evils, domestic & foreign, with the great courage both of them possessed. No
sins of the flesh, no matter how egregious, can erase from history's record the hugely
influential role that Jim Bevel played in determining America's course during the 1960s.”

–David Garrow, Historian and Pulitzer Prize winning author

Hattie McDaniel also became the first
African American to attend the Academy
Awards ceremony as a guest, and not a
servant in 1940.

In June l967, Robert Henry Lawrence, Jr.
was named the first A. A. astronaut,
though he never made it into space.

Dr. George Franklin Grant was the first
African American professor at Harvard Univ.

The 2015 movie Selma, was only 20% true
according to  Activist Dorothy Tillman and
Author Helen Bevel who compiled the book
Selma, The Spiritual Significance of the Right-
To-Vote Movement, to give a true
understanding from the strategist viewpoint.

Dorothy Dandridge was the first
African American woman nominated
for the Best Actress Academy Award
for her lead role in Carmen Jones.

In 1890 the Mississippi Constitution was revised and the purpose was: To the Negroes
of the state was issued a warning that the Democrats were preparing, through means
of the constitutional convention, to shape the election law to their own needs and then
“the policy of crushing out the manhood of the Negro citizens was to be carried on
to success.”

J. S. McNeilly, “History of the Measures Submitted to the Committee on Elective Franchise, Apportionment, &
Elections in the Constitutional Convention of 1890,” in Mississippi Historical Society, Publications, VI (1902)

DID YOU KNOW?



INDEPENDENCE
1. To Be. To Know The Self. To Stand Alone.

Self-Knowledge & Self-Love
2. To Know Your Environment and its Resources

Self-Awareness & Self-Value
3. To Know The Laws, Limitations & Boundaries Of Your Environment

Self-Control
4. To Know Your Place In The Environment

Self-Acceptance
5. To Creatively Express Yourself In Your Environment

Self-Expression
6. To Be Of Service To Your Environment

Self-Responsibility

INTERDEPENDENCE
7. To Know Another/Others

Self-Confidence
8. To Join Resources, Gifts, Skills And Talents With Others

Self-Unification
9. To Create Laws of Exchange And Reciprocity With Others

Self-Liberation
10. To Create Institutions With Others

(Worship Center, Government, Industry/Business, Clinic, Home, School)
Self-Empowerment

11. To Creatively Express With Others Through Institutions
Self-Embodiment

12. To Reap The Harvest, Truths, Fruits Of The Previous Cycle And
Prepare To Begin Again With Greater Wisdom And Understanding

Self-Regeneration & Self-Transformation

True education is designed to facilitate a structure for the orderly fulfillment of these basic laws.



I find in being black, a thing of beauty; a
joy; a strength; a secret cup of gladness.

You break free from the prison of
conditioning when you feel neither beneath
anyone nor superior to anyone, when you

shed the need to control other people, when
you create space for others to be who they are

and for your real self to be what it is.

Actor, poet, playwright,
social activist, author

An early political pioneer, educator and jurist.
He left a legacy that is hard to match in history.

Difficulty need not foreshadow
despair or defeat. Rather

achievement can be all the more
satisfying because of obstacles

surmounted. Winston Rodney
“Burning Spear”

1945 - Present
Reggae Artist

In 1957 Williams was the first African
American honored with election to the

AIA College of Fellows.

If I allow the fact that I am a
Negro to checkmate my will to do,

now, I will inevitably form the
habit of being defeated.

Whatever may be your decision, my ground is
taken. I have declared it everywhere. It is known

over the state and out of the state over the line
in the North, and over the line in the South. I
don't respect this (Fugitive Slave Law) law, I

don't fear it, I won't obey it! It outlaws me, and
I outlaw it, and the men who attempt to enforce
it on me… I will not live a slave, and if force is

employed to re-enslave me, I shall make
preparations to meet the crisis as becomes a

Rev. Jermain Wesley Loguen
2/5/1813 - 1872

Abolitionist and bishop of the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church,

An outspoken African-American abolitionist and anti-
slavery activist. In 1829, while living in Boston,

Massachusetts, he published An Appeal to the Coloured
Citizens of the World, a call for black unity and self-help

in the fight against oppression and injustice.

Architect
Paul Williams

1894 - 1980

The Revolution Will Not Be Televised
You will not be able to stay home, brother.
You will not be able to plug in, turn on and cop out.
You will not be able to lose yourself on skag and skip,
Skip out for beer during commercials,
Because the revolution will not be televised.

—Excerpt, Gil Scott Heron

Take up the Black Man's burden until the tale is told,
until the balances of hate bear down the beam of gold. and while ye

wait remember the justice, though delayed will hold you as her debtor
till the Black Man's debt is paid.

—Hubert H. Harrison

Justice is never given; it is exacted
and the struggle must be continuous
for freedom is never a final fact, but

a continuous process to higher
levels of human, social, economic ,

political and religious relationships.
—A. Philip Randolph

Neither God, nor angels, or just men command you to
suffer for a single moment.  Therefore it is your

solemn and imperative duty to use every means, both
moral, intellectual and physical that promises success.

—Henry Highland Garnet

Ossie Davis
1917 - 2005

The ends you serve that are selfish will take you no
further than yourself, but the ends you serve that
are for all, in common, will take you into eternity.

—Marcus Garvey

Press forward at all times, climbing forward toward
that higher ground of the harmonious society that

shapes the laws of man to the laws of God.
—Adam Clayton Powell

My hope for my children must be that
they respond to the still, small voice of

God in their own hearts
—Andrew Young.

Jesus was a poor, black man who
lived in a country and who lived in

a culture that was controlled by
rich white people. The Romans
were Italian - which means they
were Europeans, which means

they were white - and the Romans
ran everything in Jesus' country.

—Jeremiah Wright

People don’t do what you say, they do
what they see you do.

Johnny Rodgers
1951 - Present • Creator of The “Jet” Award

1972 Heisman Trophy winner

Oh! my coloured brethren, all over the
world, when shall we arise from this

death-like apathy? And be men!

William Hastie
1904 - 1976

David Walker


